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Chapterr 1
Introduction n
Everyy actor in society, whether an individual, an enterprise, or an institution, has
too take decisions constrained by the information and the resources available, aimed
att the creation and exploitation of opportunities. Whether the decision is to accept
aa new employment (or start a Ph.D.), launch a new product, enter a strategic
partnership,, or create a new infrastructure, there is a comparison of value gained
andd opportunity costs. How those values are estimated is a critical determinant of
thee solution to the resource allocation problem.
Thee success or failure of a project is often determined by external factors that
cannott be controlled. A major decision on which the decision maker has control on
iss to choose the right moment to start the new project.
Mostt decisions, and investment decisions in particular, are characterised by three
factors.. First, they are in general partially or completely irreversible. As a result,
thee initial cost of taking the decision is at least partially sunk, so it cannot be undone
laterr with full recovery of expenditures made. Second, the outcome is uncertain; the
decisionn maker only knows an ex ante probability distribution. Third, there is some
flexibilityy on the timing of the decision: action can be postponed to wait for more
informationn or for more favourable conditions.
Moree traditional theories of investment decisions minimize the importance of
thesee factors. Most firms, banks and institutions use the valuation techniques based
onn the concept of Discounted Cash Flows (DCF) to evaluate project and firm values.
Thee most accepted technique is the Net Present Value (NPV). NPV involves determinationn of the project value as a function of the expected net cash flow discounted
att the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). If this is positive the project is
accepted,, otherwise it is rejected.
Thee NPV rule ignores an alternative to the immediate acceptance/rejection criterion,, which may be superior: waiting to invest at a later date. It implicitly assumes
thatt the project is a "now-or-never" investment opportunity (or that the investment
iss fully reversible). It misses the value of managerial flexibility: for example, the
abilityy of project managers to delay committing to certain investment decisions, or
too reverse or change earlier decisions, based on new information.
Anotherr problem with the conventional NPV rule is that it ignores the value
off creating new investment opportunities. Sometimes an investment, e.g. R&D
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investment,, which appears unprofitable when viewed in isolation, may be profitable
whenn the investment opportunities it creates are taken into account.
Reall option theory offers an alternative approach that overcomes the drawbacks
off the NPV rule. It stresses the fact that companies have opportunities to invest and
thatt they must decide how and when to exploit those opportunities. It establishes
ann analogy between investment opportunities and financial options: opportunities
aree options, namely the rights but not the obligations to take some action in the
future. .
Inn this sense, most investment opportunities can be considered dividend-paying
Americann options (options that can be exercised at anytime during their lives). The
investmentt cost is the exercise price of the option, the project value, augmented by
eventuall extra opportunities, constitutes the underlying asset. The dividend is the
cashh flow forsaken if the investment is postponed.
Thee real option approach, applying financial option valuation, allows determinationn of the optimal time to perform an investment. It predicts the conditions under
whichh it becomes optimal to start the investment (exercise the option), rather than
too keep on postponing it (keep the option alive).
AA standard NPV analysis might indicate that the investment is already attractive
now.. Yet, it is often desirable to delay an investment decision to wait for more
informationn about market conditions, even though waiting means forgoing some
immediatee returns. Conversely, there may be situations in which uncertainty over
futuree market conditions should prompt a company to speed up a certain investment.
Suchh is the case when the investments create additional options that give a company
thee ability to access additional opportunities. R&D could lead to a series of patents,
orr launching a new product could lead to a dominant market position in related
areas.. A company might also choose to speed up investments that would yield
informationn favouring some form of learning and thereby reduce uncertainty.
Thee real option approach thus offers a fundamental and effective tool for the
managerr to understand better the implications of an investment and to estimate the
valuee of each action taken.
Ass general rule, real option theory suggests that an action, which creates an
optionn or reduces uncertainty, needs to be valued more than the static NPV analysis
wouldd suggest. An action that exercises an option should be valued less than a simple
NPVV approach would indicate.
Standardd real option theory implicitly assumes that the decision maker, i.e. the
firm,, is a monopolist of the investment opportunity and is a price taker in the output
market.. Thus investment strategies are devised without regard to the potential
impactt of these strategies on the other players' strategies. Unfortunately, in reality
mostt decisions have significant impact on the decisions of other players. Strategic
decisionss of a player affect the payoffs of other players and their value is affected by
thee strategies of the other players. Thus strategic decisions need to be recognized
too have consequences, and may limit the range of possible future actions.
Ann example of strategic behaviour is an investment decision taken by a firm
operatingg in an imperfect competition market. In a duopoly a firm launching a
neww product, changing price, or changing marketing policy has consequences on
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thee return of competitors. Thus it can result in a more or less aggressive reaction.
Inn the case of launching a new product, the costs of waiting may be particularly
high.. The waiting to invest firm may be pre-empted by a competitor and hence
losee the possibility of being the first in the market and enjoying at least temporarily
monopolisticc profits. As a result, in a strategic setting the timing issue is even more
relevantt that in monopolistic environments, and has implications for many practical
andd realistic situations.
Thiss thesis is a collection of essays exploring different aspects of the issue of timingg when direct or indirect strategic decisions have to be taken. Using a theoretical
approach,, I study how this issue is relevant both in financial and economic decisions.. All the papers show that timing is important, if not crucial for the outcome
off investment decisions. The strategic component includes the effect of informationn disclosed or signalled by the decision. The optimal strategy turns out to be
sometimess in contradiction to what traditional real option theory prescribes.

1.11

Strategic Real Options

InIn this section, a brief review of classic and strategic real option theory is presented.
Thee principal papers in the existing literature are set out in chronological order to
betterr frame the essays of the thesis.
Myerss (1977) and Kester (1984) are the among the first to explore the analogy
betweenn future investment opportunities and financial call options: a call option is
aa contract that gives the holder the right to buy a certain quantity of an underlying
securityy from the writer of the option, at a specified price (the strike price), up to
thee expiration date. These authors stress the importance of delaying the investmentt for the two following reasons. The first is linked to the irreversibility of an
investment,, while the second derives from the observation that the postponement
off a project allows the collection of more information concerning costs, prices, and
markett conditions, before engaging in a costly investment.
Moree rigorous treatments began with Brennan and Schwartz (1985) and McDonaldd and Siegel (1986) who define an exogenous stochastic process for the underlying
firmfirm cash flow. These authors demonstrate the incorrectness of the NPV rule given
uncertaintyy over future outcomes. They show that there is an opportunity cost to
investingg today, the option to wait until more information on firm value is collected.
Ass a result, it is optimal to invest only when the present value is well above the
investmentt costs. This relationship is stronger, the higher the uncertainty of the
underlyingg asset.
Thesee articles inspired many other papers that explored different types of options
thatt a firm typically has to face. Several of these options have been sketched in
Tablee 1.1. Among these, McDonald and Siegel (1986) and Dixit (1989) study the
optimall time to enter and exit from a productive capacity, Pindyck (1988) values
thee flexibility that arises from capacity utilization, and Pindyck (1993) studies the
effectt of different investment costs on the decision to invest. Dixit and Pindyck
(1994)) offers a complete review of the modelling real options.
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Introduction

Description
Too wait before taking an
actionn until more is known
orr timing is expected
too be more favourable
Too increase or decrease
thee scale of a operation
inn response to demand

Example
Whenn to harvest a stand
off trees, introduce a new
Defer r
product,, or replace an
existingg piece of equipment
Addingg or subtracting to
thee daily flights on an
Expand d
airlinee route or adding
contract t
memoryy to a computer
Discontinuingg a research
Too discontinue an
project,, closing a store,
operationn and
Abandon n
orr resigning from
liquidatee the assets
currentt employment
Stagingg
of research and
Too commit investment
developmentt projects or
Stage e
inn stages giving rise
financiall commitments
too a series of valuations
investment t
andd abandonment options too a new venture
Too alter the mix of
The output mix of refined
Switchh inputs inputs or outputs of
crude oil products or
orr outputs
a production process in
substituting coal for
responsee to market prices
natural gas to produce
electricity y
Too expand the scope of
Extending brand names
Groww
activities to capitalize
to new products or
onn new perceived
marketing through existing
opportunitiess
distribution channels
Tablee 1.1: Typology of real options
Yett the assumptions of the real option theory lack of strategic elements in their
modelling.. If a firm fears pre-emption, the waiting to invest option would be less
valuablee and an earlier investment would look more desirable. To determine the
optimall strategic decision for a firm, the application of game theoretic models to
thee real option framework is needed.
Earlyy studies that put together real option and game theories focused mainly
onn issues related to imperfect competition and asymmetric information in industrial
organizationn and corporate finance. Smets (1991) first applied real option thinking
too a duopoly game to draw implications for international finance issues. With this
paperr he opened up a new branch of modelling. Williams (1993) and Grenadier
(1996)) use strategic real options to solve for optimal investment timing in imperfectly
competitivee real estate markets. Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998), study the exercise
off growth options under uncertainty and imperfect competition in a discrete time
setting.. Due to the convexity of the profits in a imperfectly competitive market,
ann increase in market demand has a more than proportional effect on profits; at
thee same time higher uncertainty induces greater variations in demand to occur
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withh higher probability. As a result, higher uncertainty induces less wait in carrying
outt investments as it implies not only higher downside risk, but also higher upside
payoffs.. Mason and Weeds (2001) study entry decisions in a duopoly market with
networkk externalities.
Problemss of asymmetric information and timing in decision making were firstly
addressedd by Grenadier (1999) and Lambrecht and Perraudin (1999). Grenadier
(1999)) analyses the case of strategic investment under asymmetric information over
thee underlying option parameters, while in Lambrecht and Perraudin (1999) firms
competee in a duopoly over the exercise of a real option in an asymmetric information
setting.. The optimal investment strategy may lie anywhere between the zero-NPV
triggerr level and the optimal strategy of a monopolist, depending on the distribution
off competitors' costs and the implied risk of pre-emption.
InIn corporate finance there have been contributions on the optimal level of capital
structure,, not explicitly connected to real option theory. Leland (1994) studies the
optimall leverage when issuing infinitely living bonds, and Leland and Toft (1996)
whenn the maturity of debt can be chosen. Lucas and McDonald (1990) and Korajczyk,, Lucas and McDonald (1991) study the optimal timing to issue equity as a
functionn of the level of information on the market.
Lambrechtt (2001) investigates the interaction between market entry, company
foreclosure,, and capital structure in a duopoly. He finds that firms with high
bankruptcyy costs or with prospects of profit improvement can get larger concessions
onn their debt obligations and that financial vulnerability of the incumbent induces
earlierr entry. Real option applications are present in almost any branch of corporate
finance:: mergers and acquisitions (Subramanian 2002), takeovers (Lambrecht 2002),
venturee capital financing (Bergemann 1997) and IPOs (Draho 2002).
Thee essays presented in this volume cover both topics in industrial organization
andd corporate finance. In each of them the timing is the key choice in firms strategic
decisions.. In the first paper I study the launching of a new product in a duopoly
withh a competitive advantage. In the second paper I examine partial exit from an
investmentt as a strategy to overcome negative synergies between the investment and
thee main firm activity. In the third paper I study the issue of optimal timing of
IPOs.. The choice of such diverse topics underlines how relevant and conclusive the
timingg issue is in widely differing issues in economics and finance. In the following
section,, I give a brief overview of these investigations.

1.22

Overview

Chapterr 2 is the result of work carried out with Professor Enrico Perotti and publishedd as a CEPR working paper (Perotti and Rossetto 2001 J.1. It investigates the
timingg and the valuation of platform investments aimed at enhancing entry opportunitiess in related market segments. As demand is uncertain, entry options should be
exercisedd at the optimal strategic timing, trading off the strategic gain against the
:
AA simpler version has been published in McCahery and Renneboog (forthcoming) with the
titlee Internet Portals as Portfolio of Entry Options.
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optionn to wait until more information is revealed. When the platform investment
grantss a strong strategic advantage, the innovator can optimally choose the timing
off entry; in the case of a weaker advantage, the platform firm enters just before
itss competitor would. In a context of increased uncertainty, the value of waiting
too invest rises, but the value of a platform increases even more. In some cases, a
platformm can act as a threat to discourage cross-entry, making parallel monopoly
sustainable. .
Chapterr 3 is based on a paper written with the supervisor of this thesis, Professor
Enricoo Perotti and Mark Kranenburg. There, we study the issue of timing of an
equityy carve out (ECO). In a ECO, a parent company sells a portion of a subsidiary's
commonn stock through an initial public offering. A carve out is seen as a decision
functionall to a "second stage" event, either a sell off and a buy back decision.
Hence,, the carve out is seen as a compound option. The decision is driven by the
synergiess between the parent firm and the subsidiary, which evolves stochastically
overr time. Applying real option methodology, we find that the decisions to carve out,
too buy back and to sell out are heavily influenced not only by the uncertainty over
thee synergies, but also by the retained stake. Furthermore, using explicit relation
betweenn underpricing and retained shares as suggested by the IPO signalling theory
wee find that there is an optimal amount of shares, which is positively related to the
uncertaintyy over synergies.
Inn Chapter 4, I model explicitly the IPO as the main exit mode for early stage
investorss who face a new investment opportunity. I study how asymmetric informationn over the value of the old and new investment influences the structure of the
IPO.. The values of the firm for sale and of the new venture are signalled through
thee retained share and underpricing. A clustering of new attractive investment opportunitiess increases underpricing and accelerates exit. This can explain the "hot
issue"" market phenomena of clustering and high underpricing of IPOs. Additionally,
II distinguish between venture capital (VC) backed IPOs and early stage investors
ones.. The venture capital contract controlling moral hazard affects the form of
exit.. This offers a possible explanation for an empirical puzzle in the literature: VC
backedd firms are either more or less underpriced than the average IPO, depending
onn the time period considered. I show that this difference is potentially due to the
profitabilityy and to the moral hazard problem of new investment opportunities.

Chapterr 2
Strategicc Advantage and the
Optimall Exercise of Entry Options
2.11

Introduction

Thiss paper studies the process of entry following corporate investment aimed at
gainingg a strategic advantage. We analyse the timing of entry in continuous time,
adoptingg the context of the strategic real option methodology of valuation to price
growthh opportunities (Lambrecht (2001) and Grenadier (1996)). For illustration of
thee strategic advantage which produces an enhanced entry capacity, we adopt the
notionn of platform investment, a concept which has achieved mainstream interest in
managementt science (for a survey see Kogut and Kulatilaka (1994)). An alternative
interpretationn is the valuation of the acquisition of a company active in a related
sectorr with significant growth opportunities in the future.
Platformm investment refers to the establishment of a broad logistic infrastructure,
whichh allows easier entry in related product segment. There are well-documented
exampless of platform investment, which resulted in significant market advantages
forr the investing firms. However, to date there are hardly any theoretical treatment
off the implied strategic and valuation issues.
AA classic example is the information and distribution infrastructure built by
Wal-Mart,, targeted at rapid collection of information on customer purchases at individuall shops connected with a rapid-response retail distribution system (Khanna
andd Tice (2000))} Other examples are the creation of business-to-business communicationss networks that integrate suppliers and manufacturing plants with designers,
considerablyy facilitating new product development, e.g. in the airspace and the car
industry.22 Another possible, if rather special, example of a platform is a computer
operatingg system. A company, which controls the dominant operating system, is in
ann advantageous position to develop subsequent software applications compatible
*AA logistic infrastructure may not only incorporate physical assets but also brand name market
knowledgee and customer information systems.
2
Ann example which has been extensive studied is, for instance, Boeing's productive process
whichh was closely integrated via a common communication and productive platform with its suppliers. .
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withh the platform, and enjoy an immediate advantage with users.
Internett sites are a final example. Owners of frequently visited sites (network
hubs,, or "portals") potentially have access to large distributional capacity for information,, services and product sales. Successful horizontal Internet portals, either
inn closed systems (such as AOL) or open access (search engines such as Yahoo, or
generall retail outlets such as Amazon) have become focal points on the Internet by
offeringg an inexpensive service, thus building a strong brand name, while learning
aboutt their customers' characteristics. This may create a basis for offering new
services,, lowering the cost of reaching customers and thus the cost of entry in new
markett segments.
Thiss paper does not attempt to model in detail the nature of the strategic advantagee gained by the "platform" investment. These are large differences between
proprietaryy and open platforms, and between those created to coordinate productionn versus those directed at distribution. Some platforms grant strong advantages,
otherss can be more easily replicated. We simply recognize that the establishment
off a platform requires extraordinary initial expenditures relative to conventional
investment,, but grants easier entry opportunities in related segments.3
Specifically,, we study the value of strategic entry advantages relative to conventionall entry under demand uncertainty.
Ourr analysis is related to the literature on strategic real options. The commitmentt of irreversible investment may confer strategic advantages as a result of lower
capacityy costs (Dixit (1980)), operating costs (Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998)) or
fasterr timing-to-market (Kulatilaka and Perotti (forthcoming)). In all of these models,, the investing firm strengthens its post-entry position, gaining market share, and
mayy discourage entry by competitors (Dixit (1980) and Lambrecht and Perraudin
(1997)).. On the other hand, investment destroys the value of the option to wait to
investt until new information on demand is available, which is valuable under market
uncertaintyy (McDonald and Siegel 1986). An important contribution that includes
bothh entry and exit decisions in continuous time offered by Lambrecht (2001)
Inn our approach we model the advantage gained by a platform investment as a
greaterr ease of entry in related products. The construction of a logistic platform can
thuss be described as the acquisition of a set of strategic entry options (see Baldwin
andd Clark (2000) and Kogut and Kulatilaka (1994)).4 We therefore explicitly treat
entryy in related segment, which require us to consider cross-effects.
Thee basic model we develop is as follows. A firm considers a platform investment,
whichh leads to produce a new differentiated product. This affects demand in a related
markett segment in which there is also a traditional incumbent. Demand for both
productss is uncertain, strictly correlated and evolves stochastically over time. The
3
Itt is also uncertain whether initial strategic advantage on Internet may not be easy replicated,
givenn the ease of entry. The huge cost of offering free services (search, storage or information
services)) to anyone, with great uncertainty over the size of the future demand, has caused many
off such investments to fail.
44
Another possible advantage of a platform is the lower costs of access to customers, and thus a
lowerr marginal cost. Our focus on fixed cost allows us to concentrate more on the timing of entry
ratherr than market share.
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platformm investment cost is greater than conventional entry but lowers the cost of
subsequentt entry in the related market segment.
Thee value of the platform depends on the value of the entry advantage, which is
aa strategic option in the sense that it can be exercised at an optimal timing, taking
intoo account its impact on market share and margins as well as the possible entry by
thee competitor. As the market expands, the attractiveness of being first increases,
untill the value of exercising the entry option exceeds the value of the waiting-toinvestt option. See Grenadier (1996) for a sophisticated application to the real estate
industry). .
Inn an entry game with symmetric firms, there is an ambiguity as to which firm
willl enter as first. In our case, due to the different investment costs, the platform
firmm enjoys a period of de facto monopoly on the choice to cross-enter as leader,
whenn it knows that the competitor firm would not yet find it profitable to enter. In
thiss case, the innovator exercises optimally this entry option as leader by comparing
thee value of waiting to enter (and thus avoiding losses) to the higher profits after
entry.5 5
Wee show that the optimal entry strategy depends on the degree of strategic
advantagee gained by the platform investment.6 If the entry costs advantage is small,
thee platform firm enters just before the competitor would exercise its entry option
beforee its optimal timing in order to pre-empt its competitor. If the comparative
advantagee is significant, the platform firm knows that the traditional firm would
neverr enter as first (because the period of time in which it would enjoy higher
profitss is not enough long to compensate for its high investment cost). In this case
thee platform firm can choose the optimal entry timing without fearing pre-emption,
tradingg off the value of the waiting-to-invest option against the higher profits from
cross-entry.. There is finally a third case, in which creating a platform allows to
crediblyy suppress unprofitable cross-entry, and allows to sustain two more profitable
parallell monopolies. Thus a platform may serve to reduce competition rather than
enhancingg it.
Thee model allows studying the impact of market uncertainty over the optimal
timingg of exercise of the entry option, and therefore its valuation relative to the
waitingg to invest option. The ex-ante effect of uncertainty on the strategic advantage
andd thus of the platform value is not immediately obvious: the higher is uncertainty,
thee higher is option value to wait, but at the same time the higher the additional
expectedd profits from cross-entry. This last effect is due to the fact that in a static
oligopolisticc market, firms increase their margins as demand rises; therefore, profits
aree endogenously convex in demand. Because of this convexity, a mean-preserving
increasee in uncertainty favours investment in the strategic growth option over the
waitingg option.7 In addition, in a dynamic context with learning, uncertainty affects
5

Thee approach is related to Smets (1991).
Notee the difference with the classic "monopolistic" real option of McDonald and Siegel (1986),
iss that in our context entry affects prices and market shares.
7
Thiss result cannot be directly compared to the apparently contrary implications on the relative
valuee of the waiting-to-invest option McDonald and Siegel (1986). In the context of imperfect
competition,, investment has an impact on market structure and marginal profitability (Kulatilaka
6
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thee optimal timing of entry. Our main result is to show that the general result is
unambiguous:: greater uncertainty increases the strategic advantage of the platform
andd thus its value relative to traditional entry.
Thee next section introduces a basic model of Cournot competition in continuous
time.88 In the third section we determine the cross-entry strategies of the platform
firm.. Section fourth analyses the uncertainty effect on the entry strategy of the
platform.. In section 5 we compute the platform value and the effect of higher
uncertainty.. At the end we offer some concluding thoughts and ideas for further
work. .

2.22

The basic model

Wee consider two firms i and j , competing in real time over t = [0, oo) in two related
products.. The first one has invested in a traditional, specialized investment (T); the
otherr firm, the innovator, has the possibility to invest in a platform infrastructure
(I)-9 9
Theree are only two differentiated products, indexed by 1 and 2. The inverse
markett demand functions for the two products are:
PiPi = 1 - {qu + Qij) - a(q2i + q2j)
P22 = 7 - a(qu + Qij) ~ (fe + <hj)

(2.1)
(2-2)

Notee that the two product are partial strategic substitutes; the parameter a representss the intensity of substitution, and ranges from 0 (no substitutability) to 1
(identicall products).
Wee assume that firms have complete information about the demand and each
other'ss cost structures.10 Conventional entry in any market requires the investment
off an amount I; investment in a platform costs K, with K » I. In addition, a
platformm firm would pay a lower cost Ip as the incremental investment to enter in
anyy market segment, with Ip < I < Ip + K. Thus there is an extra cost to build a
platform,, but this allows easier cross-entry thereafter. n
Firmss that compete in the same market engage in Cournot competition. When
eachh firm produces a differentiated product, they maximize their profits as monopolistss in their own market, though their margins are influenced by the substitution
effectt among products.
andd Perotti (1998), Grenadier (1996)), creating a strong incentive for early investment, while in
thee traditional literature real option the underlying market is not affected by the investment.
8
Wee have considered price competition in another draft. In our context neither a platform firm
norr a traditional firm ever cross-enters under price competition in each other's market segment, so
thee platform has no value.
9
Moree generally, platform may grant entry options in multiple market segments. We set this
numberr to one for simplicity.
10
Strategicc entry under imperfect information is analysed in Lambrecht and Perraudin (1999).
111
This assumption sets our analysis apart from most of the literature on entry in strategic entry
suchh as Smets (1991), Dixit (1980) and Huisman and Kort (1999).
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2.2.2.2. The basic model

Thee intercept of the demand function, 7, represents the size of market demand.
Demandd size is uncertain and evolves stochastically over time. We assume that it
followss a Geometric Brownian Motion:
77

(2-3)

\(*-\<?)to\(*-\<?)to + \vd*

Inn the specification, a appears as parameter both in the uncertainty and in the drift
termm of the demand process, in order to isolate the effect of demand uncertainty from
itss drift. This will allow us later to carry out a mean-preserving-spread analysis in
thee sense of Rotschild and Stiglitz (1970), by varying its demand uncertainty while
adjustingg the drift so that there is no change in expected demand. To this goal, we
definee a = 2 ^ g so thatt we can rewrite the market process, (2.3), as:
^1^1 = \adt + i v/2 (/i - a)dz
(2.4)
7 22
2
Wee next define 7 2 = 0. We can express the evolution of 0 through Ito's Lemma as
aa Geometric Brownian motion:
—— = fxdt + adz
(2-5)
vv
Thee reason for introducing thus quadratic transformation is that oligopolistic profits
underr Cournot competition are convex in demand. We see later that 6 is linearly
relatedd to firm profits, and a is closely related to profit uncertainty.
Too ensure finite valuations, we assume that fj, < r, where r is the discount factor.
Wee also assume that a < //(< r) to ensure a1 > 0.
Wee first evaluate the value of a "platform" firm and then compare it with the
valuee of the traditional firm.

2.2.11

Product Market Interactions

Initiallyy the platform firm operates in a different product segment from the competitor.. This leads to a parallel differentiated monopoly. The associated profit flow
(seee the Appendix 2.A.1) is:

IL,, = IL,-(^F* S "*

(2 6)

-

andd the associated valuation of the firm is:
rtrt

J J MdMd e~e~

EE

Jo Jo

tt

MM n
dt dt OtOt

(2-7)

rr — fj,

Thiss is the discounted stream of expected profits when the underlying expected
profitt growth is equal to \i and there is no change in market structure.
Bothh firms have the possibility to enter in the competitor's market segment: for
thee traditional firm the cross-entry will cost ƒ, while for the platform firm the cost

12 2
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willl be Ip (with Ip < I). If each firm cross-enters in the other's market (parallel
duopoly),, the profit flow and the expected present value are (see Appendix 2.A.1):
ihtiht

Hj.t

9a+ 1*

ƒ DODO
ƒ e-e-

rtrt

tt

DBt DBt

dt dt

(2.8) )
(2.9) )

TT — \i

Jo Jo

Whenn a firm cross-enters as first (we term this situation an "asymmetric duopoly"),
thee rival may prefer at first to wait to enter, if the waiting to invest option is more
valuablee than the higher profits from symmetric duopoly.12 In this case the first
firmfirm to cross-enter enjoys higher asymmetric profits (being a monopolist in its own
segmentt and a duopolist in the second). These extra profits are just temporary: as
demandd increases the other firm will find it convenient to exercise the option to enter,
andd the market outcome will be a parallel duopoly in both products. However, the
optionn to enter first is clearly valuable. As we will see, this is one of the advantages
off building a platform.
Wee define as asymmetric duopoly the case in which one firm operates in both
segmentss and the other in just one). The profits flow and its expected present value
forr the firm present in both markets are (see Appendix 2.A.2):

a a "%
12

,t,t

EE

..

18 a + 1

+ i ; l ^ ( , ==

1 2 a ++ 1

LOLOtte-e-rtrtdt dt

JLi3_-5ae)^Wt

366 1 + a

(2.10) )
(2.11) )

rr — fi

whilee the other firm earns:

I LL
MM = 9«* - ™L

(2.12) )

withh an expected present value of:

\f. \f.

EE

F6F6tte-e-rtrtdt dt

(2.13) )

Notee that these profits are equal to profits under Cournot competition, as the entrant
producess less in its original market due to the cross-effect on demand.
Becausee 0 < a < 1, a firm always prefers to be in both market segments if its
competitorr produces just in one, while it would prefer to be monopolist in just one
markett than being duopolist in both. However, the option to cross-enter grants
122

In a static framework firms would end up in a mutual forbearance (this concept has been
firstt presented in Edwards (1955)): since profits are higher under parallel monopoly (M > D),
bothh firms would prefer to maintain a collusive arrangement avoiding entry under a threat of an
immediatee cross-entry in case the competitors enters as first. However, in a dynamic framework
thiss is often not sustainable (see Fudenberg and Tirole (1985)).

2.3.2.3. The dynamic game

13 3

temporarilyy higher returns as long as the competitor does not follow immediately.13
Thiss can be summarized with the following relations: F < D < M < L.
Noticee that since 0 < a < 1, L - M, the incremental gain from entry as leader,
LL — M, and the incremental gain from entry as follower, D — F, are decreasing in
a.. Moreover, L — M < D — F : the profit increment as a result of cross-entry is
neverr larger than the profit increment of a follower cross-entrant.14 Another result
iss that M < L-M : entering the second market leads to less than double monopoly
profits. .

2.33

The dynamic game

Wee first analyse the optimal entry strategies of the two firms. We can then compute
thee value of the platform and traditional investment strategy.
Forr low levels of demand, there is no incentive for immediate cross-entry in the
otherr product, so both firms remain as monopolists in their own market segment
(althoughh their profits are influenced by the substitution effect among products).
However,, as demand rises, the attractiveness of entry in the second segment
increases.. Since the innovating firm controls a platform, it can enter in the first
productt with a lower incremental cost than the traditional producer. Intuitively, it
willl have a lower threshold for entry.
Wee show later that in equilibrium the traditional firm is always a follower in the
entryy game. As a result, for a certain time interval the platform firm enjoys a sort
off monopoly on the option to enter as leader, knowing that the competitor would
nott move first. This is the crucial strategic entry advantage for the platform firm.
Wee define the entry threshold of the platform firm as 9). At this threshold its
profitss flow will be by the sum of profits in the shared market plus monopoly profits
inn its market segment (see equation (2.11)), while the traditional producer earns
duopolisticc profits in its segment (2.13)).
Thee traditional firm will also cross-enter (see equation (2.8)) as demand rises
enough.. We define this subsequent entry threshold as 0". This value affects the
valuee of the strategic entry option by the platform firm, which is a function of the
expectedd time of follower entry. We will see that this expected entry time is not
triviall to compute.
Thee time structure of the game is sketched in Figure 2.1.
13

Underr some parameters values, this creates a sort of prisoner's dilemma: firms would like to
mutuallyy commit not to enter in each other's market, but such a commitment is not credible. For
otherr parameter values, the platform can act as a threat supporting equilibrium without crossentry,, as we show later.
14
Thiss difference at first increases as a rises (diminishing the differentiation) and subsequently
itt diminishes, vanishing when a = 1 (no product differentiation). This relation will be useful later
forr our conclusions.
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Platformm -> Segment 1 and 2

Figuree 2.1: Time structure of the last part of the model

2.3.11

Optimal Entry of the Follower

Wee solve the game backward. We first assume that the innovator (the platform)
hass already cross-entered, and compute when the traditional firm would follow.15
Subsequently,, we check that the entry strategy for the innovator leads it to enter
first. first.
Lett 9 = 6™ be the threshold level of demand such that when B > 0™ the
traditionall firm is willing to cross-enter in the other market. At that point the
presentt value of the traditional firm is worth -^-B — / , where I is its own cost of
entry.. For B < B™, the traditional firm waits until the first passage in time of the
thresholdd value; during this interval it earns ^z~B. Thus the expected present value
off its cross-entry investment is given by:
EE

ffTT e-rtFOtdt

+E[e-rT"]

DD

(2.14) )

VV

wheree T** is the expected time to reach the point B™ starting from B. Following Dixit
andd Pindyck (1994) and Harrison (1985), we solve this optimal crossing problem.
T**T** equals:

TTTT

(Bt)

' rr

n

6**

(2.15) )

wheree j5 — | — ^ + y (^ — 2) + 2 ^ > 1. /3 is thus negatively related to market
andd profit uncertainty. 16 As 0 is inversely related to both a and /i (respectively
profitt and demand uncertainty). Note that 0 does not depends on a.
15
Wee will show later that this is always the case in any equilibrium with entry, due to the entry
costt difference.
16
Moree precisely when uncertainty tends to 0, /3 tends to infinity while when uncertainty tends
too infinity, j3 tends to 1.
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2.3.2.3. The dynamic game
Thee expected value of the traditional firm after entry:
FOt FOt

VVTT(0(0tt)) r-n
= r-n
r—fir—fi

_(£)^1++ (£)'[£«?-/]
l

if if
if

Bt<e,

if if

eett > o*T*
(2.16) )

whilee the optimal entry threshold 6 is given by:

00
l-o o
P-l P-l
9(l+a)(r-ji) )

*T*T ~ 0 _ 1 D=JL

(2.17) )

Ass demand uncertainty increases the follower tends to enter in the second market
att higher demand values; however the expected time of follower entry is shorter.
Thee entry threshold as follower for the platform firm is given by the same expressionn (2.17), with IP substituting for I. We call this entry threshold Op*. The effect
off demand uncertainty on this entry threshold and the associated expected time is
thee same.

2.3.22

Optimal Entry as Leader

Thee next step is to determine the cross-entry point for the platform firm. We will
demonstratee that depending on the investment cost advantage, *f, we can have
threee kind of different equilibria: we will classifythem as weak strategic advantage,
strongg strategic advantage with entry and strong strategic advantage without entry.
Inn order to define these equilibria we identify for both the traditional and the
platformm firm the critical demand levels at which they would enter as first in the
secondd market. We define these points respectively 9*- and Op
Thiss first entry threshold, the entry threshold for the traditional firm,#£, is determinedd comparing the payoff of entry as leader and entry as follower for the traditional
firmfirm (as in Smets (1991) and Grenadier (1996)). We will show that in equilibrium
thee traditional firm will never enter as first, but this potential entry point may affect
thee entry threshold by the platform firm. Due to the investment cost advantage,
thee payoff of being a leader relative of being a follower, is always higher than this
payofff for the traditional firm. In some cases the periods of extra profits gained by
entryy as leader is too short for the traditional firm to ever wish to be first, since the
platformm will follow soon after. This is the case under Strong Strategic Advantage.
InIn other cases, the traditional firm may wish to invest as first if the platform
waitedd for too long (Weak Strategic Advantage). We first focus on this case.
AA traditional firm would enter in the other segment as first, as soon as the payoff
off being a leader is higher than the payoff of being a follower, that is when:
L6L6t t
r-n r-n

! " ( * ))

F6t F6t
r—p r—p
!-

0-1 0-1

( * ))

(2.18) )
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16 6
where: :

°P°P ~ / ? _ !

< 2 - 19 )

D-F

whichh is the entry threshold of the platform firm as follower. The expression for 9*p
differss from (2.17) only by the different investment costs.
Propositionn 2.1 (Weak strategic advantage) When

thethe platform firm enters just in time to pre-empt the traditional firm, that is, before
thethe traditional firm would cross-enter as first. The waiting-to-cross-enter option is
givengiven by:
A

r

H £ - m - ( ^^

+ | ^ ) « f - / ( r - / 0

(2-21)

Proof.. To demonstrate this proposition we first compute when and for which
demandd value a traditional firm would try to pre-empt a platform firm and subsequentlyy we show that for these demand values for the platform firm it is always
convenientt to pre-empt the traditional firm an instant before.
Rearrangingg equation (2.18) we obtain:
A TT = ( I - F ) 9

(

- ( ^ + ^ ) ö f - / ( r -

A

) > 0

(2.22)

A jj is a concave function17, is negative when 9 = 0 and has a maximum for positive
valuess of 9. Hence, the level of demand at which a traditional firm prefers to be a
leaderr rather than follower is given by the 6 that solves Ay (9) = 0 and for which
^^ > 0. This equation cannot be solved explicitly. However, we can define some
featuress of AT (9) = 0. AT {6) = 0 has solutions when its maximum is positive,
whichh requires that:

Sincee A T (9) is concave, if the above condition is satisfied, A T (9) = 0 has two real
roots;; the smallest one is the one for which | | > 0. We indicate this 9 as 9T.
Whenn this condition is not satisfied AT (9) is negative: the traditional firm
preferss to be a follower rather than a leader for any demand values.

( ff 4-V-9-fl )

XX

' the traditional firm would enter as soon as
99 > 9T such that A (0T) = 0.
Too demonstrate that the platform firm would cross-enter at 9T we have to take
intoo consideration the following elements:
17

Thee concavity is due to the fact that the advantage created by the platform leads to temporary
markett dominance. Note that in our model, the platform does not create eternal monopoly.

2.3.2.3. The dynamic game
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due to the lower inferior investment cost, a platform firm prefers already to be
aa leader rather than a follower.
when the traditional firm cross-enters as leader, it must enjoy asymmetric
profitss for a certain period, that is 9^ < 9*p otherwise the traditional firm
wouldd not cross-enter; since the platform firm would immediately follow.
given L-M

< D - F, 9*P* <6*m.

Itt follows that 9? < 9^, that is, the traditional firm would enter before it is
optimall for the platform firm to cross-enter as a monopolist. Hence, the platform
firmm is forced to cross-enter at ÖJ-, a level of demand at which it would prefer to
retainn the option to wait to invest a bit longer.
Thee economic interpretation of condition (2.20) is that if the strategic entry
advantagee is large the traditional entry firm has no incentive ever to cross-enter as
leader;; the platform would subsequently cross-enter too soon for it to be able to
recoverr the entry cost.
Underr weak strategic advantage, for demand values immediately below 9*T, the
payofff of being a leader for the platform firm is higher than the payoff of being a
follower,, but not higher than the value of the waiting-to-enter option. In this interval,, the platform firm can still choose to wait because the threat of the competitor's
cross-entryy is not credible. However, because at 0£ the traditional firm would certainlyy cross-enter, the platform firm will cross-enter just before 9?, since it prefers to
bee a leader rather than a follower. In Fig. 2.2, the traditional firm for some demand
valuess has a positive payoff being a leader relatively to being a follower: it would
enterr at T, the point where the payoff of being leader (LP) crosses the payoff of
beingg a follower (FO).
Hencee when the platform has a Weak Strategic Advantage, it would prefer to wait
longerr if there was no entry threat by the traditional firm. However, the innovator
firmfirm is forced to enter at 0f to pre-empt its competitor.
Intuitively,, the traditional firm wants to enter when the payoff of being a leader
iss higher than of being a follower, that is when AT (9) > 0. However when the
investmentt difference is large, it never gets the chance to be a leader, because for
anyy demand levels Ay (9) < 0, the traditional firm would enjoy leadership profits,
L,L, for too short a time (or no time at all) given the early subsequent entry by the
platformm firm.
Whenn condition (2.20) is not verified, the platform does not need to fear crossenteringg of the traditional firm as leader because the pay-off would be negative. In
thiss case the platform firm enjoys a de facto monopoly on the entry-as-leader option
andd it can decides if and when to exercise it. In some cases it will choose not to
exercisee it at all, which allows to preclude any cross-entry and to support parallel
monopoly.. We first focus on when the platform firm does prefer to enter.
Propositionn 2.2 (Strong strategic advantage with entry) When
ii

\0L-D)

D-F

K

'
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Figuree 2.2: Entry strategies under Weak Strategic Advantage (PV=Platform Value,
PP=Platformm Pay-off, LP=Traditional firm Payoff as Leader, FO=Value of Entry
ass Follower for the traditional firm, FP=Follower Payoff of the traditional firm,
E=Entryy Threshold for the Platform firm, T=Entry Threshold for the traditional
firmm as leader, M=Entry Threshold for the Platform in case of Monopoly, F= Traditionall Firm Entry Threshold as Follower), {a = 0.3, u. = 0.01, r = 0.05, a = 0.125,
II = 100, IP = 80)

and and
IpIp
II

/ 5 9-1*0
U 4-0-9-0

(2.25) )

thethe platform firm can behave de facto as a monopolist on the entry as leader option.
ItIt enters at9*m^ - :_MM an^ the waiting-to-cross-enter option is given by:
VVss,,22 =

OM

L-M L-M
a*3-i i

0(r-p) 0(r-p)

L-D L-D

ee0 0

(r-fj.) (r-fj.)

Proof.. See Appendix 2.C for a demonstration. •

(2.26) )

2.3.2.3. The dynamic game
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Hencee in case of a de facto monopoly the platform firm will choose to cross-enter
whenn the expected profits of cross-entering are higher than the wait-to-cross-enter
option.. When the strategic advantage is strong enough, that is when condition
(2.24)) is verified, a market threshold value exists such that it is optimal to exercise
thee option. For this market value the profits of the temporary asymmetric duopoly
profitss plus the subsequent parallel duopoly profits are higher than the waiting-tocross-enterr option. When instead this condition is not verified , this threshold value
doess not exists: the waiting-to-cross-enter option is always more valuable than the
expectedd profits that derive from cross-entering.
Propositionn 2.3 (Strong Strategic Advantage with no entry) When

!!

i>\0L-Dj\0L-Dj
i>

D-F

v

'

and and

<\\^^T<\\^^T

1£ £
II ' V44
thethe platform firm, which can behave de facto as a monopolist on the entry as leader,
prefersprefers not to enter at all. As a result, the market remains in a parallel monopoly.
Proof.. Under If < f f 4-0-£-0 )

* > the platform firm can behave de facto as

aa monopolist. But when If > ( è ^ z ^ J
j^rp it does not find it convenient to
cross-enter. .
Att the same time entry by the traditional firm would also be not convenient as
itt would lead to an early cross-entry by the platform firm, for which now entry is a
dominatingg strategy.
Itt follows that the platform firm does not enter and both firms prefer to remain
inn parallel monopoly. •
Underr conditions (2.27) and (2.28) the platform firm can still de facto behave as
aa monopolist, but at the same time has no incentive to invest in the other market
becausee the expected profits would be lower than in the case of parallel monopoly.
Ass depicted in Fig. 2.3, a traditional firm would never cross-enter under the
threatt of a subsequent entry of the platform as follower: his payoff of being a leader
ratherr than a follower {LP) is always negative. Hence the platform can be seen
ass a tool to avoid aggressive cross-entry, which is in some cases less desirable than
parallell monopoly.
Inn conclusion, with platform investment we can have 3 equilibria:
•• Weak Strategic Advantage: when the strategic entry advantage is not so large,
thee platform firm faces a cross-entry threat of the traditional firm before its
optimall timing of entry, B*m. Hence, the platform firm enter much earlier than
itt would like: it enters just before 6 reaches 9^, inducing a later cross-entry by
thee competitor at #£".

-
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Figuree 2.3: Strong Strategic Advantage entry strategies. (PV=Platform Value,
PP=Platformm Pay-off, LP=Leader Pay-off of the traditional firm, FO=Follower Optionn of the traditional firm, FP=Follower Pay-off of the traditional, E=Entry of the
platform,, M = Entry of the platform in case of Monopoly, F=Traditional Firm Entry
ass Follower), (a = 0.3, u. = 0.01, r = 0.05, I = 100, IP = 10, a = 0.125).

2.4.2.4. Uncertainty analysis
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•• Strong Strategic Advantage with no entry: the platform firm has the option
too behave as a monopolist on entry, but at the same time has no incentive to
cross-enterr because the payoff is not high enough. The outcome is a parallel
monopolyy with no entry.
•• Strong Strategic Advantage with entry: when the strategic entry advantage
iss large enough and uncertainty is low, the platform firm gains the option to
behavee as a monopolist on the cross-entry option and it can disregard the risk
off an entry as leader by the competitor. Hence the platform firm cross-enters
att 0^, trading off the waiting-to invest option against the gain from entry and
thee traditional firm at 0£*.
AA general conclusion from these results is that the conclusions from the real
optionn approach to investment do not apply trivially to circumstances of imperfect
competition.. When firms do not have a monopoly on the option to enter, they
cannott time their entry optimally except when they have acquired a significant
entryy advantage. However, even acquiring a weak strategic advantage does effect
thee timing of potential competitor entry.
Wee focus our comparative static analysis to study a second claim of the real
optionn literature, namely the higher uncertainty induces firms to delay new investment.. Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998) have already shown in a static model that the
effectt is ambiguous under imperfect competition. The next section investigate the
optimall timing of entry in continuous time.

2.44

Uncertainty analysis

Wee now investigate the impact of demand uncertainty on the timing of entry and
onn the value of the platform at the point of entry. Note that because of convexity of
profitss in demand, expected profits increase with demand uncertainty. The uncertaintyy may encourage entry as it offers convex payoffs from the capture of market
sharee in the other segment, whose expected value increases with volatility. However,
thee value of the waiting to invest option also increases with uncertainty.18
Uncertaintyy also affects the competitor entry behaviour. As we have shown,
whateverr is the strategic advantage of the platform firm, for higher uncertainty
levelss the follower decides to cross-enter at higher demand values. However, given
thee higher volatility, this point is reached sooner and so the expected time of crossenteringentering of the follower is ultimately shorter.
Wee analyse first the impact of uncertainty on the condition (2.24) that distinguishess between Strong (with and without entry) and Weak Strategic Advantage.
Wee next analyse its impact on the expected profits in case of Strong Strategic Advantagee with entry, with no entry and in case of Weak Strategic Advantage. Later
wee solve for the value of the platform investment and the impact of uncertainty.
18

Wee do not analyse the effect of an increased risk premium as systematic risk increases, which

reducess the value of entry relative to waiting to enter (Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998)).
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Figuree 2.4: Effect of uncertainty on the condition of strong/weak strategic investmentt and the condition for entry and no entry.

Thee two conditions that determines the three entry conditions of the platform
firmm are represented as function of demand uncertainty in Figure 2.4.
Thee condition for the Strong Strategic Advantage (see equation (2.24)) has a
monotoniee behaviour in respect to market uncertainty. Ceteris paribus, an increase
inn uncertainty increase the range of parameters under which the platform investmentt leads to Strong Strategic Advantage. This is because the value of cross-entry
ass leader for the traditional firm declines, as it would enjoy a shorter period of asymmetricc profits before the subsequent cross-entry by the platform firm.19'20 Thus in
thesee cases, greater uncertainty enhance the value of the platform.
Underr Strong Strategic Advantage, the higher is demand uncertainty, the more
thee no entry case is attractive: the gain for the platform firm to cross-enter is lower
thann the value of a parallel monopoly. For high demand uncertainty there is no risk
thatt the traditional firm would enter as leader; at the same time also cross-entering
forr the platform firm is not very attractive because the period in which it could
enjoyy asymmetric duopoly profits is too short. Hence it may prefer no-entry parallel
monopolyy to direct competition.
Inn case of Strong Strategic Advantage, we show that an increase in demand uncertaintyy induces a platform firm to postpone cross-entry. Formally:
Propositionn 2.4 Under Strong Strategic Advantage a mean-preserving

increase in

19
Thee period of higher profits for the platform firm is longer, as its competitor has a higher entry
cost. .
20
Thee only values of the investment ratio for which there can be a switch between Strong and
Weakk Strategic Advantage are between 0.44 and 0.63; for investment cost ratio higher than 0.63 the
platformm firm has a Weak Strategic Advantage; otherwise it enjoys a Strong Strategic Advantage.
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2.4.2.4. Uncertainty analysis

demanddemand uncertainty (defined as an increase in increase in /i holding the market drift
constant)constant) leads to an entry point at higher market values by the platform firm.
Proof. .
?0k?0k =
dfidfi

2rIp

{L-M)

-(2At-Q)v/a2 + 4 r ( ^ - Q ) + 2 ( r - / / ) ( / i - a ) + Q 2
^ 2

+

4r (/i - a) (y/a 2 + 4r (/* - a) + a - 2^) *

whichh can be seen after some tedious calculations to be always positive. •
Promm this Proposition it results clear that under Strong Strategic Advantage with
entry,, the comparative static effect of greater uncertainty is similar to the case of
thee traditional real option theory: the higher is uncertainty, the longer the platform
firmm waits to cross-enter (in fact an increase in demand uncertainty also induces the
traditionall firm to wait longer as follower to cross-enter). The platform firm prefers
too wait longer for two reasons. The first one is in line with classic real option theory:
higherr uncertainty induces the platform firm to wait longer in order to avoid the
riskk of losses due to weak demand. At the same time, the traditional firm delays
itss timing of entry as follower; given the convexity of the post-entry extra-profits,
waitingg for the platform firm becomes more attractive than immediate asymmetric
profitss at low market demand levels.
Thee value of the platform firm at the poi t of entry reflects the present value
off the expected profits during the period of asymmetric profits plus those during
thee subsequent period of parallel monopoly. Both these expected profits increases
withh market uncertainty. Hence as higher uncertainty induces an increase of the
underlyingg payoff and an increase in option value (holding constant the payoff), we
cann conclude that the platform firm value at the point of entry increases for higher
uncertaintyy values (See Fig. 2.5).
Underr Strong Strategic Advantage -with no entry, the platform value is given
byy the present value of the profit in parallel monopoly: ^ . As an increase of
uncertaintyy determines an increase in \i, we have that the higher is uncertainty, the
higherr is platform value.
Underr Weak Strategic Advantage, a change in uncertainty can have either a
positivee or negative effect on the cross-entry threshold.
Theree are three elements that affect this decision. The higher the uncertainty,
thee higher is the option value to be a follower; at the same time, also the payoff to
bee a leader is higher (due to the endogenous convexity of the profits). The third
elementt is the timing of the follower entry: the higher the uncertainty, the higher
thee entry threshold of the follower, which allows the first cross-entrant to enjoy
asymmetricc profits for a longer time.
Inn this case the total effect of uncertainty on the demand threshold of entry
andd thus the present value of the profits of the platform firm is not monotonie.
Inn particular, the effect depends on the investment cost ratio, our measure of the
strategicc advantage gained by the platform investment.
Recalll that under weak strategic advantage, the timing of entry of the platform
firmm is exactly at the point of entry of the traditional firm as leader. When the
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Platformm Value

120 0

100 0

theta a

Figuree 2.5: Entry threshold and platform value before and after entry for different
uncertaintyy values {Ip = 10, I = 100, r = 0.05, a = 0, fi = 0.01 or 0.02)
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Figuree 2.6: Entry threshold for a platform firm as a function of market uncertainty
forr different investment cost ratios (Weak Strategic Advantage).

strategicc advantage is not very high, the cross-entry threshold of the traditional firm
increasee with demand uncertainty: thus the higher the uncertainty, the earlier the
platformm firm is forced to enter pre-emptively. Ceteris paribus, because of the higher
expectedd profit from entry, (since the potential losses avoided by waiting to invest
aree less convex than the potential higher gains under entry) by Jensen's inequality,
aa mean-preserving increase in uncertainty favors exercising the entry option over the
waitingg option. 21
Thee total effect of uncertainty on entry behavior is not monotonie. When uncertaintyy is low, as uncertainty increases, the relative stability of the demand level
inducess the traditional firm to wait longer to enter. At a high uncertainty level, the
expectedd period of higher profits for the traditional firm increases and so it would
enterr earlier (see Fig.2.6).
Thiss reasoning can also explain the non-monotonicity of the present value of the
platformm firm with respect to demand uncertainty: for low uncertainty levels the
presentt value increases, but it decreases for very high uncertainty. Figure 2.7 show
thatt the platform value at different cost advantage is a direct consequence of the
expectedd period of asymmetric profits after cross-entry as leader. 22

211
This behavior recalls the results in a static setting: the higher profit convexity leads to a greater
increasee in the value of the entry option relative to the waiting to invest option (Kulatilaka and
Perottii (1998)).
22
Notee that as a direct consequence of the entry strategy of the traditional firm, the expected
periodd of asymmetric profit for the platform firm is constant with respect to the investment ratio.
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Marke!! Uncertainty

Figuree 2.7: Present value at entry point of the platform firm (Weak Strategic Advantage) )

2.55

The Ex-ante Value of t h e Platform

Untill now we have assumed that the incumbent has a traditional technology, while
thee platform is developed by an innovating firm at a higher cost.
Whenn would it be convenient for an innovative firm to build a platform rather
thann making a conventional entry? What is the ex-ante value of a platform?
Wee first compute the value of the option to acquire the platform (i.e. the value of
thee underlying technology). Later we compute for which platform cost the innovative
firmm finds it convenient to buy the platform (i.e. the right to produce with the
platform).. Finally, we consider when it would start production in the first segment
immediately,, or wait for a later optimal time to start production.

2.5.11

Strong Strategic Advantage

Wee analyze first at what demand value a new firm with a platform would enter in
thee first market segment, and subsequently when it would acquire a platform. As
thee traditional firm is assumed to be the incumbent in one market segment, the
platformm firm will find convenient to avoid direct competition and enter initially on
thee other market segment.23
Wee first compute the platform value in case of strong strategic advantage.
23
Eitherr in strong or weak strategic advantage the platform firm would never choose to enter first
inn the same market segment of the incumbent. Subsequent cross entry would be more attractive
ass the profit jump would be higher; however, this does not compensate for the lower profit flow
duringg the first part of the game when the two firms compete in the same market.

2.5.2.5. The Ex-ante Value of the
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Platform

Inn case of strong strategic advantage with entry, computing the platform value
andd when the innovative firm would enter in the first market segment means computingg the value of an American compound option and its exercise threshold. The
calculationss of this follows the similar steps of Appendix 2.C. The compound option
valuee is of the type:
VVss,i,i = Os,^

(2.30)

Thee constant term, Os,i, is given by:
1-0+1 1

MM

Os.ii = oM + B8>1 j^rr^

e - s^~-j
^
+ o
==ooMM +
SA

(2.31)

wheree OM is given by (see Appendix 2.C for the relative calculations):
L-ML-M

ooMM==nn^:r^:r

L-D

,-„j-r,

^

x

Itt follows that optimal entry threshold will be in correspondence of the following 0,
thatt we define $s,i

IIPP(r-»)(r-»)
SASA

M

0

(3-1

V

;

Itt is now possible to calculate the demand threshold to acquire a platform. We also
rulee out the possibility that the traditional incumbent firm is capable of building
thee platform. We assume that a platform can be built only by one firm; we do not
describee the initial "race to the platform". 24
Iff there are many firms with the opportunity to invest in the unique technology
too build the platform, the option to acquire the platform will be exercised as soon
ass the expected profits are above the investment cost, that is when 0 reaches #s,o:25

(234)

' * " ( < & ) **

wheree K is the cost of the platform.
Thee innovative firm will acquire the platform as soon as the initial market demandd reaches a threshold 6s,o (which is smaller than Qs,\), such the investment cost
iss less than the platform value:
K<OK<OMMee00slsl
244

+ ~ ^

An additional argument is that an incumbent firm would not build a platform just to enter in
thee second market, as traditional entry would be cheaper. A newfirmcan use the platform to enter
bothh segments so it finds convenient to acquire it for lower demand values than the incumbent
firm. .
255
This is a different situation than in a classical real option investment environment where the
firmfirm holds a monopoly on the investment opportunity.

(2.35)
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Att the point when the firm invests in the platform, it will not necessary choose to
enterr in a market segment.
Whenn demand parameters (e.g. low drift, low uncertainty, high discount rate,
loww product differentiation) are such that condition (2.35) is not verified, a new firm
willl invest in the platform and in the first product simultaneously.
Ass one can easily see, the higher is the demand uncertainty, the less stringent is
thiss condition. In a highly volatile market, expected margins are high; the firm then
preferss to guarantee for itself a strategic advantage by acquiring the platform, at
thee same time it waits longer (i.e. for a better level of market demand) to become
activee in the market. The impact of uncertainty on the platform value (measured
byy the reciprocal of j3) is unambiguously positive.

2.5.22

Weak Strategic Advantage

Inn case of weak strategic advantage, the entry cost advantage gained by the platform
firmfirm is not large. The platform value can be computed following the same steps for
thee other case as:

VVww = Owtl^

(2.36) )

,26. .

°W,1°W,1 - Q_ ^W,w +

(*)'

L-D L-D

' ^^

r-fi

))

rr — fj, ^ T T

(2.37) )

Thee entry threshold to enter in the first product for a firm which has already acquired
thee platform is:

&mi&mi

hh jr-fi)

j3

~

0-1

M

(2 38)

'

thatt is, at the same demand threshold as 9s,i (see equation (2.31)).
Wee can now calculate when it is convenient to invest in the platform.
thresholdd value is given by:

The

(239)

öjj

Thee platform firm will invest in the platform before entering in the first market
segments,, when 9$$ is smaller than 9s,o, that is when:

26

Thiss constant is positive when If- < ( x ^ J j )

(( T^D 7?)

~m?

an(

* -^rp- This is always true since 1 <

i gi y e n t n e assumption on the investment costs.

2.6.2.6. Conclusions
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otherwisee it will invest in the platform and in the first product simultaneously.27
Thiss condition is more stringent than under Strong Strategic Advantage, when
earlyy entry is more profitable.
Afterr tedious calculations, it can be shown that the higher is the uncertainty,
thee higher is the value of the platform. The more demand is volatile, the more it
becomess more attractive to secure control of the platform for itself even, without the
immediatee profits of the first product. At the same time, the timing of platform
acquisitionn will occur earlier.

2.66

Conclusions

Wee have considered a strategic logistic investment under dynamic uncertainty on
futuree consumer demand. An innovative firm acquires a productive and distributive
platformm (perhaps via an acquisition) to gain superior entry advantages. We study
thee subsequent entry decision in specific products and compute the value of the
optionn to wait to invest against the (temporarily) higher profits of immediate entry.
Wee can rationalize a much greater value for platform firms relative to traditional
producers.. Platform investment turns out to have several strategic effects. It may
grantt a competitive advantage to enter earlier in competitors' market segments;
butt it also eliminates the possibility of simultaneous entry and may help avoiding
undesirablee "excessive" competition equilibria.
Investingg in a platform means acquiring a "strategic cross-entry option", a conceptt related to the "strategic growth option" (Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998)). Platformm investment involves absorbing significant demand uncertainty; therefore, the
valuee of not committing funds to platform investment increases with demand uncertainty.. Yet we obtain that in general, in a regime of higher uncertainty of demand,
platformplatform strategic advantage increases more than the value of the option to wait.
InIn fact, a platform firm may ends up "controlling" the entry options, and behaving
moremore as a de facto monopolist
Ourr surprising results in the positive effect of uncertainty on the value of investmentt are driven by the oligopolistic market structure. Firms with market power
respondd to higher demand by increasing both output and prices; therefore, profits
aree endogenously convex in demand. High uncertainty gives more weight to potentiall high profits than to the greater risk of lower profits under low demand. Since the
potentiall losses avoided by waiting to invest are less convex than the potential gains
fromm entry, more uncertainty (in the sense of a mean-preserving spread in demand)
reducess the threshold of expected future demand at which the firm finds attractive
too enter, and increases the value of the entry options relative to the waiting to invest
option. .
Inn our context, greater uncertainty means greater risk but also greater opportunitiess thanks to the early (cross-)entry advantage gained. A limit of the model is the
veryy simplified notion of strategic advantage we have adopted. In future we plan to
27
Wee abstract here from the possibility of the traditional firm entering both market segments in
orderr to pre-empt entry.
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modell more exactly the nature of platform investments well as the initial decision
onn the size of the platform. A broader platform may allow entrance in unrelated
markett segments without cross-effects.
Intuitively,, the optimal platform size (which is related to the potential range of
differentiatedd products) depends on the fact that the greater is the initial differentiation,, the weaker are the cross-price effects. The outcome of this decision is not
trivial,, as it depends on product features and expected market demand evolution.
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Appendix x
2.AA

Competition analysis

2.A.11

Parallel monopoly

Considerr first the case when both firms are monopolist in one market. They will
choosee their output taking into account the impact of the output by the other firm
onn its own marginal profitability. We assume that firm i is active in market 1 and
firmm j in market 2. The profit maximization problem for firm i can be summarized
ass follows:
MaxMaxququ{piqii){piqii) = Maxqu ^/Ö - (qu + q\j) - a(q2i + g2j)J qu

(2A. 1)

Firmm j has a symmetric profits maximization problem. The outcome of the game is
symmetric: :
QliQli = Q2j =

(2A 2)

^T2

'

P\=P2P\=P2 = ——z
aa + 2

(2A.3)

nn = TT = — e -^= Me
H ii

( a + 2) 2

Hj

( 2A - 4 )

Thee expected present value of all future profits as t goes to infinity is given by:

rr

MM
M6e-M6e-rtrtdt dt

M

(2A.5) )

rr — fi

.Jo .Jo

Noticee that this coincide with the classic constant growth valuation model.

2.A.22

Duopoly in both markets (parallel duopoly)

Wee consider now the case when both firms are active in both markets. The outcome
off the game in this case is symmetric:
ququ = qij = q2i = q-ij = g ^ y
Pl=P2Pl=P2

=

(2A*6)

(2A.7)

Notee that prices are the same, as in the classic Cournot outcome; however, quantities
aree lower as firms take into account the demand cross-effect (which is increasing in
a). a).
Profitss are also symmetric and decreasing in a:

n-=ii-=5-iT=^^

{2A8)
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forr an expected present value equal to:

UU

EE

/

2.A.33

D0e-rtdt

DD

.

rr — fj,

(2A.9) )

Asymmetric competition

Thee last case is where in market 1 we have a duopoly while in market 2 we have a
monopoly;; firm j is in both products while (firm i) is only in the first one.
Thee strategic output choice of this asymmetric competition is:
9i** = gV^
1 2 - aa

(2A.10)
n

ii s
<*<* = j ^ Y

(2A.12)

whichh results in differentiated prices:
PiPi = ^VÖ

(2A.13)

V2V2 = - y ( 1 - 3)

(2A.14)

Notee that prices in the monopolized product (product 2) equal the monopoly price
even,, though there is a cross-effect. The reason is that the firm j which is monopolist
inn the other product chooses to produce less than the Cournot amount of product 1
too keep up profits in the segment it controls. The resulting profit levels for the firm
jj in both product equal:

H ,, = lS

n** = è'(a-3)ïr!

(2A.15)

(2A16)

Forr the firm present in both markets, the sum of the profit flow from the two markets
iss given by:

IL-5TÏT"""

<2A'17>

andd its present value is:

[I. [I.

EE

/

Ade-rtdt

(2A.18) )

Thee other firm earns:

1111 = 1* = ™

(2A.19)
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Thuss the expected present value is:

ff

EE

L9e~L9e~rtrtdt dt -6-6

.Jo .Jo

(2A.20)

rr — /i

Noticee also that the equilibrium value of p\ is the same as in the classical Cournot
duopoly.. This means that in terms of expected profit margins firm i is indifferent
whetherr the other firm is present in the other market or not.
Notee finally that when a tends to 1 (minimum differentiation) the results tends
too correspond to the classical Cournot case, while if it tends to 0 (maximum differentiation)) they tend to the classical monopoly case.

2.BB

Timing of entry

Wee first demonstrate that the firm with the platform is entering before if the competitorr has not invested in the platform.
Iff the curve of the threshold value for the asymmetric case is always above the
onee for the asymmetric case where both firms have invested in the platform, this
impliess that the leader with the platform in the asymmetric case enters before than
inn the symmetric case.
Analyticallyy this means that the following relation has to always verified:

^-^(*r-?*(+r : [i-(*)"]!-0-1 0-1

-fcj»+fcj«(*r"+H*) )

(2B2l)

7P>00

Rearranged: :

T^iè-w)T^iè-w)>0>0
Thiss is always negative because 0™ > 0)*.
Duee to the difference in the investment costs between the platform and the non
platformm investment when the firms have invested both in the platform the leaders
enterss before than when they have invested in non platform. This implies that the
firmfirm with the platform will be the leader in the when the two firms have invested
differentlyy and will invests before than in the case both firms have platform or have
noo platform.

2.CC

Strategic entry value of a monopolist entry
option n

Wee want to demonstrate that when the firms cross-enters as soon as it prefers to
bee a leader rather than a follower, it enters always before than a firm with similar
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featuress but with the monopoly on the option to cross-enters. To demonstrate this
wee first calculate the option value and the threshold 9 of the option if the firm with
platformm has the monopoly to enter in the second market as first. Second we see
whenn it has economic sense for the firm with the monopoly to ever cross-enters and
finallyfinally we compare this with the case in which the firm cross-enters as soon as it is
convenientt for her to be a leader.
Ass the firm has the monopoly to enter in the second market, the solution is
foundd solving a similar differential equation as in Dixit and Pindyck (1994), but
withh slightly different value matching and smooth pasting condition. In this case in
factt we have to take into account the fact that at 9™ the other firm cross-enters. So
thee new differential equation and its conditions are:
^a^a220022G"G" (0) + fi9G' {9) - rG (0) + MB = 0

(2C.23) )

GG (0) = 0
=
G(O*JG(O*J = OM0£+M^1 Ok Ok

(2C.24) )

TT — H

M M ei ei
G>{9*G>{9*mm)=(30)=(30
MM
r—[x r—[x
II

1VI

Li

r-n r-n

Itt follows that the option value is given by O A andd the threshold value is given
byy Q*m where:
00 Ip{r-H)
(2C.25) )
011 =
0-10-1
L-M
L-D L-D
L-M L-M
00MM =
(2C.26) )
^ - ^ ( r - M ))
0?^(r-/i)
OMOM can be negative. Substituting the entry values and rearranging OM becomes
0-1 0-1

OOMM

=

0-1 0-1

-P(L-D)(D-Ff-1(-j- IIPP (r - fi) 0 0
0-1..
(2C.27) )

(L-M)(L-M)00

OMOM is then positive when the second term is positive, that is when:
IPIP
II

<

-M\&-M\&
/1L-M\

DJDJ
\0~L=D)

L-M

D-F

(2C 28

- >

Thee second term is always smaller than 1 the above condition is not always verified.
However,, this is not relevant for our model because for the interval of 7 we are
interestedd in, the option plus the discounted profit give a positive value.
Whenn !-f < [\ 4-£~_^-fl ) 1 t n e platform firm can behave de facto as a monopolist
onn the entry option because for the traditional firm entry as leader is not convenient.
Whenn If < ( ^ T Z T J )
D^F> *he constant term of the option is positive thus
thee platform firm finds convenient to cross-enter because its payoff is higher than
thee payoff of remaining in a parallel monopoly.
Hencee the platform firm enter at 9* = -11 L-M

2.D.2.D. Pre-emptive entry by the platform firm

2.DD
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Pre-emptive entry by the platform firm

Inn this Appendix we want to demonstrate that when the conditions for the strategic
advantagee are verified, 0m = ^zi * A-M ls always smaller than when the traditional
firmfirm would enter as leader.
Thee traditional firm would enter when it prefers to be leader rather than a
follower,, that is when:

M*-<x-^(^^ + £ £ W i - ( £ ) 'l(r-fi)=0l(r-fi)=0

(2D.29)

Wee want then to see when AT (0m) is positive or negative. We express the above
conditionn in terms of the investment ratio:

AA (o)-

P

L F

~

P

(D-FV\L-D

+

i

fiy-1

(2D.30) )

Firstt of all, when ^f tends to zero, Ar (0m) tend to minus infinity and the platform
firmm would enter before the traditional firm.
Secondd it can be noticed that the first two parts of A j (0m) is always smaller than
11 while the second is always bigger than 1. It follows that A T (0m) is always negative.
Sincee there are no values of the ratio ^f for which Ar (6m) is positive, platform firm
whenn it has the monopoly to enter is entering always before the traditional firm
wouldd enter strategically.

Chapterr 3
Equityy Carve-outs as Acquisitions
off Strategic Real Options
3.11

Introduction

InIn an equity carve-out (ECO), a parent company sells a portion of a subsidiary's
commonn stock through an initial public offering. ECOs constitute a significant
fractionn of IPOs which are still expanding over time: in the '90, around 10% of the
IPOss were ECOs; in 1993, five of the six largest IPOs in the US capital market
historyy were ECOs (Allen and McConnell 1998).1
Thee selling firm is usually a large firm and the subsidiary represents a small
fractionn of the parent activities. The typical ECO candidates are subsidiaries characterizedd by strong growth prospects, independent borrowing capacity, a unique
corporatee culture, unique industry characteristics and/or problematic management
performancee measurement (Miles, Woolridge and Tocchet 1999). ECOs appear more
commonn in industries with a high degree of value uncertainty, high sales growth
andd considerable investments in R&D and marketing (Allen and McConnell 1998).
Thiss impression is confirmed by the high price/earnings (Schipper and Smith 1986),
market-to-bookk ratios (Powers 2000) and the high R&D expenses of carved-out subsidiariess (relative to the parent).2
Manyy studies document parent abnormal returns of approximately 2% in the
dayss surrounding the initial ECO announcement. Schill and Zhou (2001) find
evenn higher abnormal returns, 25%, but their sample is focused on Internet stocks
andd is particularly small. Furthermore, the carved-out firm outperforms control
benchmarkss significantly after the IPO (Powers (2000), Anslinger, Carey, Fink and
Gagnonn (1997), Anslinger, Bonini and Patsalos-Fox (2000) and Miles et al. (1999))
orr shows an improvement relative to the performance prior the carve-out (Michaely
lr
Thee most emblematic carve-outer is the Thermo Electron: in 1997, seven of its already publicly
tradedd companies carved-out fifteen further public companies (Allen 1998).
Despitee the important role that growth opportunities play in the corporate finance literature,
theree is no consensus on how to measure the value of a firm's investment opportunity set. Researcherss and investors rely on proxy variables such as market-to-book and P / E ratios (Adam and
Goyall 2000).
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andd Shaw 1995). See Table 3.1 for a review on the main results of these studies.
Notwithstandingg the evidence on the value enhancing potential of ECOs, there is
noo consensus about the sources of these gains. ECO may promote information gatheringg by investors and so improves access to capital (the 'financing rationale', Holmstromm and Tirole (1993) and Powers (2000)); by increasing the transparency of the
performancee of the subsidiary, it allows market-based incentives for the subsidiary'
managementt ('restructuring rationale', Schipper and Smith (1986) and Chemmanurr and Paeglis (2000)). Table 3.2 summarizes the motives for performance on
ECOO related to the restructuring nature obtained with the aid of questionnaire and
interviewss by Schipper and Smith (1986).
Nandaa (1991) argues that when a parent firm considers its own assets to be
undervaluedd by the market, it prefers to carve out a subsidiary instead of issuing
sharess to finance a new profitable project. Knowing this, the market perceives the
ECOO as a positive signal on the value of the parent's assets value and so an increase
inn the stock price occurs.
Ann interesting feature of ECO is that within 2-6 years, most of these listings
havee ceased to exist, as a result of a so-called 'second stage' event. Schipper and
Smithh (1986) found that 44 of the 73 examined subsidiaries were later reacquired
byy the parent, completely divested, spun-off, or liquidated (see Table 3.3). Klein
ett al. (1991) found similar results: 56% of all carve-outs are re-acquired and 38%
aree followed by a sell-off (see Table 3.4). Hand and Skantz (19996) find that 42,7%
off the carved-out subsidiaries are subject to a sell-off, 17,4% are reacquired, and
13,2%% are spun-off (Table 3.5). A recent study of the Salomon Brothers also found
thatt between 1983-1995, 29% of the ECOs have been spun off or split-off while 15%
theyy have been bought back. Similar results have been found by Miles et al. (1999).
Thee results presented in these tables offer several interesting facts. The decision
onn the final second event chosen by the parent, is correlated to both the percentage
retainedd by the parent as well as the elapsed time (Klein et al. 1991). The shorter
thee time span, the greater the likelihood that the second event will actually be a
sell-offf of the remaining interest (Table 3.6). This suggests that parents choose to
sell-offf faster than to re purchase. When a larger stake is retained, the ECO is
moree often reacquired. Overall, ECOs seem to be a temporary stage in acquainting
thee market with the value of the subsidiary, which appears to be a relatively fast
process. .
Perhapss the objectives of an ECO may well be accomplished with only a temporaryy flotation of the subsidiary shares. For example, the need for external equity
financingfinancing of growth for the subsidiary will decline once the subsidiary's investments
maturee to the point where they generate enough profits for internal equity financing.
AA temporary listing of a subsidiary may also fulfill the objective of informing investorss and potential acquirers about the subsidiary's growth potential as potential
firmm ahead of a sale.
Evenn the need for an improved management incentive program, may be related
too a temporary restructuring stage. At the same time, the autonomy granted to the
subsidiaryy may become costly, if strategic synergies with the parent company call for
closerr co-ordination of activities. Since, there are fixed costs for a separate listing,
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1..

Financing
Enablee subsidiary to obtain own financing for anticipated growth
Decreasee debt of parent
Financee capital expenditures
Financee growth of parent

2..

Improve investor understanding of subsidiary

3..

Restructure asset management

4..

Carve-outs

19
5
3
5
14 4

ChangeChange in corporate focus
Decreasee investment in subsidiary's line of business
Partt of larger restructuring program

66
55

Re-contractRe-contract with subsidiary's managers
Givee subsidiary's managers more autonomy
Revisee incentive contracts of subsidiary's managers

33
10 0

Other
Impedee a merger in progress
Increasee flexibility in making acquisitions
Source:: Schipper and Smith (1986)
Tablee 3.2: Stated motives for Equity carve-outs

Secondd event

Numberr ofyearss between
Frequency y carve-outt and second event
Average Average Range Range

22 2
Re-acquiredd by parent
Completelyy divested
Acquiredd by another firm
13 3
44
Spun-off f
Exchangee offer or cash sale to Subsidiary
33
22
Declaredd bankruptcy
22
Liquidation n
11
Offerr to re-acquire pending
11
Offerr to divest pending
Noo other restructuring
20 0
Total l
68 8
Source:: Schipper and Smith (1986)

5.7 7

22 to 11

6.5 5
1.5 5
9.5 5
1.7 7
3.5 5
2.5 5
19 9

<< 1 - 1 8
11 to 3
77 to 12
<< 1 - 3
11 to 6
N/A A
N/A A

Tablee 3.3: Subsidiaries whose carve-out was followed by other restructuring
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Elapsedd time

Numberr of Numberr of Totall frequency
reacquisition n sell-offs s

<< 1 year
1-22 years
2-33 years
3-44 years
4-55 years
>> 5 years
Noo second event
Total l
Mediann Elapsed Time

00
22
66
22
55
10 0
00
25 5

55
77
22
11
22
22
00
19 9

55
99
88
33
77
12 2
88
44 4

4.55 years

1.333 years

3.177 years

Source:: Klein et al. (1991)

Tablee 3.4: Elapsed time between the carve-out announcement and the subsequent
second-event t

Typee of second event

Frequency y Elapsedd time Numberr of
sell-offs s
Spin-offf or split-off
38 8
<< 1 year
37 7
Sell-off f
122 2
1-22 years
23 3
Re-acquisition n
50 0
2-33 years
19 9
Bankruptcy,, liquidation, or delisting g
11 1
3-44 years
13 3
None e
66 6
4-55 years
19 9
Noo information
55
>> 5 years
11 1
Source:: Hand and Skantz (1999a)

Tablee 3.5: Frequency of second stage events

Range e

Reacquisition n Sell-offss N o secondary event Total l
00
l%-50% %
4
44
88
55
51%-80% %
77
2
14 4
>80% %
17 7
66
2
25 5
Indetermined d
33
22
0
55
Total l
25 5
199
8
52 2
Source:: Klein et al. (1991)
Tablee 3.6: Percentage of subsidiary shares retained by parent
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oncee the benefits no longer outweigh these costs, the parent company would either
selll the remainder of its stake in the subsidiary or reacquiring the floated minority
sharee on the market.
Thus,, we argue that performing an ECO can be seen as the creation of future
reall options, either a "call option to reacquire" or "put option to sell". The ECO is
thenn a phase in a dynamic strategy, in which the critical uncertainty concerns the
synergiess of the subsidiary with the parent. As management obtains new informationn (in part generated by the ECO itself) on the presence of positive or negative
strategicc synergies, the subsidiary will be either reacquired by the parent or sold-off
completely. .
Thee key ingredient of the strategic option connected to the ECO is therefore
thatt the final strategic decision needs not to be pre planned by the parent, but can
bee left to a future date. More information will tend to become available, once the
subsidiaryy has traded publicly for some time (Klein et al. 1991). In general, upon
announcementt of the ECO the parent company normally does not commit to either
solution,, as this would obviously decrease flexibility and destroy strategic options.
Oncee a choice is announced, deviating from it at a later stage would also harm the
company'ss credibility (Eijgenhuijsen 1999). As in a classic real option, the value of
ann ECO strategy depends on the flexibility gained. This raises the question weather,
itss value will be higher, the higher is the strategic uncertainty in its business.
Inn our model we argue that owning a subsidiary creates interactions, which
changee over time. A close co-ordination between two firms may create operating,
marketingg and financial synergies, which increase the total value of the group. These
synergies,, however, may well turn negative. The lack of focus on the core business
mayy create conflicting business interests; the lack of market-based incentives for the
subsidiary'ss management can outweigh the positive synergies.
Iff synergies become negative, the parent firm can sell off or spin-off the subsidiary.. Yet intuitively is not optimal to do an irreversible disinvestment as soon as
thee synergies turn negative. If changes in technology, regulation or demand cause
synergiess to turn positive again, the parent firm may not be able to reacquire the
subsidiaryy and would miss some profit opportunities.
Thee ECO appears to constitute a valid strategy to 'buy time': it gives the
opportunityy to mitigate the negative synergies, by selling out part of the share,
whilee retaining the flexibility to subsequently reacquire or to sell-off the subsidiary
dependingg on how synergies evolves over time.
Inn this paper, we use a real option pricing theory in order to determine the
optimall timing to perform the carve out, and thereafter to exercise the sell-out or
buyy back options.3
AA relevant element in the model is played by the fraction of retained shares
duringg the carve-out as it heavily influences the timing of the decisions with the
uncertainty.. In particular in the moment in which we impose a relation between
retainedd shares and underpricing as indicated by the signaling models in IPOs,
ann optimal fraction of retained shares can be found. This stake retained varies
'Forr an introduction on real option methodology see Dixit and Pindyck (1994).
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dependingg on the uncertainty of the synergies, although it is generally quite high as
predictedd by Klein et al. (1991).
Inn the next section we present the basic model. Section 3 and 4 study respectivelyy the effect of uncertainty and drift of synergies on the decision process Section
44 presents some extensions. And the final section summarizes the results and concludes. .

3.22

The model

3.2.11

The Time Structure

Too illustrate the strategic value of the ECO option, we present a simple model to
describee the optimal decision process of the parent with an ECO option.
Wee distinguish two components of the subsidiary firm's value: the value as an
independentt units given by the expected flow of profits, 7r, and the expected value
overr time of synergy flow, s. Hence, for the parent the total value of the subsidiary
iss given by the discounted flow of profits and synergies. For simplicity, we assume
thee profit flow, 7r, is non stochastic.
Thee value of the synergies is uncertain due to rapidly advancing technology,
changingg regulations or unpredictable demand. Thus, we assume that this synergy
flow,flow, st, evolves over time following an Arithmetic Brownian Motion:
dstdst = fidt + adz

(3.1)

where: :
fifi is the drift term;
dtdt is the time variation;
aa is the variance parameter;
dzdz is the increment of a Wiener process;
Forr the moment, we consider the special case of no drift, \i = 0, as it allows
moree tractable solutions. In an extension we will study the effect of the drift on the
decisionn process.
Thee choice of the Arithmetic Brownian Motion rather than an other stochastic
processes,, is due to the consideration that synergies move continuously over time
andd that can take on negative values, so that the total value of the subsidiary for
thee parent, E^rL with r the discount factor, can be negative.
Thee firm is sold at a price based on its value, *, without considering the synergies
ass they are not captured by other investors. Obviously upon selling off, all internal
synergiess (positive or negative) disappear, while in a partial sale, they are reduced
proportionally. .
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Furthermore,, taking a firm public implies some costs, among which the most
distinguishedd is the underpricing of the initial stake sold.4
Figuree 3.1 illustrates the decision tree, the management of the parent firm has
too face at each instant. At the beginning, when the management holds full control
off the subsidiary, he can at each instant either sell-off the subsidiary immediately,
performm an ECO or postpone the decision and retain it as a fully owned subsidiary.
Byy selling off its subsidiary at t*, the company will rid itself of all synergies
(^•)) and receive the stand-alone value for the subsidiary assets. Yet, a complete
sell-offf will eliminate the possibility to regain control of the subsidiary if it were
profitablee to do so; it represents a loss of strategic options. In general, the former
subsidiary,, now independent, might be restructured in a way that makes a repurchase
unattractive.. More critically, if positive synergies were to emerge between the sector
off the parent company and the former subsidiary, the subsidiary might be acquired
byy a competitor with similar ambitions. Moreover, the management of the soldofff subsidiary, having realized the value of the potential synergies, might not be
willingg to return under the control of its former parent. Even if it were possible to
re-acquiree the former subsidiary, the purchase would require a significant premium
sincee the seller would demand the full added value the subsidiary has for its former
parent.. Finally, a re-purchase after an initial sell-off would also seriously damage
management'ss reputation. Therefore, we assume that there cannot be a subsequent
"secondd event" in case of a complete sell-off at to.
Whenn instead a firm is carved-out, the parent is retaining a fraction, a, of the
totall subsidiary shares and incurs in a proportional underpricing, (1 — a ) - . 5 At
thatt moment outside investors gather new information on the subsidiary value and
thiss information will be incorporated in the market price. It is therefore possible to
selll the rest of the shares at a later date without any discount.
Thee ECO option allows the parent to alter its future decision depending on the
actuall future value of st. If later on, st keeps on decreasing, the best solution will
bee to exercise the option to sell-off the remaining subsidiary shares, in which case
thee parent would receive (1 — a) ~. If, instead, the parent learns that it would be
profitablee to remain integrated with the subsidiary as st increases over time, it will
choosee to capture all the synergy benefits: it will reacquire the floated shares, paying
6
a^^ to the subsidiary's shareholders and regaining full control of its assets
In
eitherr case, an ECO trough a partial selling of the share reduces the discount, 5/r,
neededd to place shares of a little-known subsidiary on the market, and reduces the
conglomerationn synergies st in proportion to the amount sold.
4
Wee do not want to go into the formalization of why there is underpricing and the definition
off the information asymmetries. We refer for that to the existing literature. The most common
explanationn of underpricing phenomenon is the cost of signaling (see Ibbotson and Ritter (1995)
andd Welch and Ritter (2002)). For a modelization of underpricing and fraction selling during IPO
seee among the others Leland and Pyle (1977), Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), Welch (1989) and
Rossettoo (2002).
5
Wee define underpricing as *, instead of the more simple D, as it will be more practical during
thee calculations.
6
Notee that it is critical for the parent firm to retain control to avoid having to pay a premium
reflectingg all synergy gains.
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Selll out

Fulll Control

Carve-out t
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1-a) 1-a)
Postponee the decision
••*+« «

Postponee the decision
7T+S S

a:a: % of retained shares of the subsidiary
-:-: subsidiary market value
-:: underpricing
- § - :: synergies

Figuree 3.1: The Decision Tree
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Ann alternative to the sell off and the carve-out is the retention of the subsidiary.
Thiss would mean the company would keep on encountering the synergies (positive
orr negative) in their entirety, st. At the same time, however, the parent firm could
"waitt and see" how the synergies evolve over time. In case they were too low at
aa later date, the company has still the option to rid itself of the subsidiary by a
completee sale or a carve-out.

3.2.22

The basic model

Forr the moment we do not consider the case of sell out; later we will study it and
comparee it with the carve-out.
Att the beginning, at each instant, the parent firm has to decide if it is the case
too carve out or to hold control without taking any action.
Intuitionn suggests that when the synergies turn too low and the subsidiary is no
moree attractive, the parent will perform a carve-out incurring in some underpricing
costs.. Subsequently depending on the synergies improvement or worsen, the parent
firmm will decide to sell off or to reacquire the firm.7 Hence, we can define three
thresholdd synergy flow levels, for which it is optimal for the parent to exercise the
Americann option to carve out, s£., to sell-out, s*s, and to buy back, s*B.
Propositionn 3.1 The optimal thresholds to carve out, to buy-back and sell out are
givengiven by the solution of the following system:
- 11 + a - yjl-2a

^^

=

^

+ ln

+ a202s\

08%) '202SS
aa
a(l(1++/H)

(3 2)

'

2

2

-a-a + yj-l + 2a + (1 - a) 0 s\

MM = ^

+ ln

(l-a)(l

+

0sB)

- 22 ((1 - a) expP"B +aexp(3ss)
0s*0s*cc = — 1 — 05 — Product Log
(11 - a) (exp^B - expo's) e x p ^ *

<3'3>
(3.4) )

wherewhere ProductLog[z] gives the principal solution for w in z = wexpw. and 0 — ^
Proof.. See Appendix 3.A •
Thesee threshold synergy values cannot be derived analytically, but the solutions
forr 0s*B and 0s*s can be computed graphically for any level of share sold during
thee carve-out. In Fig. 3.2, we present these thresholds in addition to the threshold
valuee to carve out in case of no underpricing, 5 — 0. Furthermore in the following
propositionss we derive analytically many of their features.
Too better understand the economic implications of the results, we use as benchmarkk the following thresholds: the synergy levels for which it is optimal to buy back
andd to carve-out when no option to sell out exists, sbBB and sbCB, the synergy levels
forr which it is optimal to sell out and to carve-out when no option to buy back
Wee assume that there are no costs related to the loss of control.
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~~''
-&2-&2

'

'
9r4

06

' Retained Share
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Figuree 3.2: Threshold synergy flow values in case of no underpricing
exists,, sbss and SQS, and the synergy level for which it is optimal to carve-out when
noo option to buy back and to sell out exist, sbcc. These values are computed in
Appendixx 3.B. 8
Propositionn 3.2 The optimal synergy level for which it is optimal to sell out, s*s,
alwaysalways exists, is negative and is smaller than sbss = — i .
Proof.. See Appendix 3.C
Propositionn 3.3 The optimal synergy level for which it is optimal to sell out, s*s
isis smaller the higher the amount of shares retained, a. More precisely, when a = 0,
s*s*ss tends to minus infinity and when a = 1, s*s — 4.
Proof.. See Appendix 3.E •
Thesee propositions imply that when the subsidiary is already carved out and
thee synergies are too low, it is optimal for the parent to sell out and that this
levell of synergies depends heavily on the how much it has been retained during the
carvee out. The more has been retained during the carve out, the more severe is the
influencee of the synergies on the payoff of the parent and so the parent is induced to
selll out at higher (less negative) synergies giving up the opportunity to buy back the
subsidiaryy and to exploit eventually the positive synergies for higher (less negative)
synergies.. On the contrary, the lower the fraction retained, the less is the influence
off the synergy on the parent payoff and hence the parent is willing to give up the
opportunityy to buy back only when the synergies are heavily negative.
8
Notee that in the benchmark cases the parent payoffs are influenced by the fraction of shares
retained,, while the optimal thresholds are constant in respect of the amount of shares retained:
thee elimination of the interactions between the option to sell out and buy back, makes the optimal
thresholdss indifferent to the fraction of shares retained.
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Propositionn 3.4 The optimal synergy level for which it is optimal to buy back, s*B,
alwaysalways exists, is positive and is always higher than sbBB = \
Proof.. See Appendix 3.D •
Propositionn 3.5 The optimal synergy level for which it is optimal to buy back, s*B,
isis higher the higher the amount of shares retained. More precisely, when a = 0,
ssBB — \ and when alpha = 1, s*B tends to infinity.
Proof.. See Appendix 3.E •
Thee parent firm buys back the subsidiary only when the synergies are positive.
Thee level of the synergies for which it is optimal to buy back depends on the shares
retainedd during the carve-out. The higher the amount of shares retained the higher
thee synergies for which it is optimal to give up the option to sell out: the synergies
thatt the parent foregoes during the carve out phase are few and so it prefers not
too gain fully from the positive synergies and to hold the option to sell out. When
insteadd the parent has sold almost all the shares during the carve out the optimal
levell of synergies for which it is optimal to buy back is very low: the synergies that
thee parent is foregoing are relevant and it prefers to give up the option to sell out
takingg the risk the synergies turn negative again.
Eventually,, comparing these results with the cases in which there is only one of
thee two options (see Appendix 3.B), the optimal levels of synergies are more negative
inn case of sell out option and more positive in case of the buy back option. Intuitively
thiss derives from the fact that when both options exist the firm prefers not to take
aa definitive decision and to have a more indications on the future synergies to be
suree not to regret the renounce of the options.
Inn Fig. 3.3 it is shown the size of the range of the synergies for which it is
convenientt to be in the carve out state for different levels of share retained without
takingg actions. The size of the range is a convex function of a, that tends to infinity
forr a that tends to 0 and 1 and that has a minimum for a — 0.5. This implies
thatt the size of the range of the synergies for which it is convenient to remains in
thee carve out status and, hence, the expected time of being in the carve out status
heavilyy depends from the amount of share sold during the carve out: the more or
thee less the parent retains the more the subsidiary stays in the carve out status.
Thiss element together with the empirical tendency to retain many shares (around
80%)) during ECOs, indicates that parent firm wants to hold the flexibility of the
carvee out status as much as possible holding the control on the subsidiary, preferring
too keep far away the decision to buy back as much as possible while having the option
too sell out very close to be exercised.
Propositionn 3.6 The optimal synergy level for which is it is optimal to perform
thethe carve out exists when:
2^^-2/3^-exp23j,5 5

aa <
^
=£=
S* 0.997
exp 2 ^B -2 ^ s B _expp s +2 expo's

(3.5)
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,,

n

.

Qe

n oR-etained Shares

Figuree 3.3: Synergies range for the carve out status for different a
WhenWhen the threshold exists, it is always larger than —k—5, it decreases as a increase
andand tends to sbBC = —| — 5 — ^ProdcutLog[—2 exp" 2- ' 3 ' 5 ] when a tends to 0 and to
ssbbscsc = Sp C ~ 1 r' 5 when a tends to 1.
Proof.. See Appendix 3.F •
Ass shown in Fig. 3.2, the parent will perform the carve out always for negative
synergyy levels. Furthermore, at the optimal synergy level the losses due to the
negativee synergies are bigger than the costs due to underpricing and this is why
thee parent prefers to incur in the underpricing rather than keep on incurring in the
negativee synergies.
Thee carve-out option is exercised for more negative synergy values than if no
optionn to sell out exists. In case of no option to sell out, the carve out is performed
earlierr as the losses have a higher weight: if synergies will turn positive the parent
cann buy back but there is no possibility to sell off the remaining shares and so it is
moree convenient to reduce earlier the negative synergies.
Onn the contrary the optimal threshold to carve out is always higher than the
correspondentt if not option to buy back existed. If no option to buy back exists, the
parentt is induced to wait longer to perform the carve-out because with this action it
loosess forever the possibility to fully benefit fro; the positive synergies. Hence, the
flexibilityflexibility given by the option to buy back induces the parent to give up earlier the
negativee synergies that burden its pay off.
Furthermoree the higher the amount of shares retained, the more negative are the
synergiess for which it is optimal to carve out: the higher the shares retained, the
smallerr the advantage due to the reduction of the negative synergies is smaller and
soo the later the option is exercised.
Thee less the shares sold during the IPO the more the parent waits to perform
thee carve out: there is a sort of trade off between perform an early carve out, but
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0.22

0.4

0.6

Carve-outs

0.8
Retainedd Shares

55 = 0

-ll S

-0.3

(55 = 0.5

Figuree 3.4: Optimal synergy level to carve out for different underpricing levels
PPssso so
sellingg many shares and so more underpricing, or wait and sell less shares.
Wee now consider the sell-off case in order to know when the carve-out is preferred.
Forr this we assume that in case of direct sell-off, there is no underpricing. 9

Propositionn 3.7 If no option to carve-out exists, the parent firm sells off at s*sO =

Proof.. See Appendix 3.G

•

Propositionn 3.8 When there is no underpricing, 5 = 0, the parent firm prefers to
carvecarve out rather than sell-off.

Proof.. See Appendix 3.H •
Studyingg the derivative of s*c given by equation (3.4), the higher the underpricing
thee lower are the synergies level for which it is optimal to carve out to the extent
thatt it can be lower than the optimal synergy value of selling out (see Fig. 3.4).
Thiss implies that the higher the underpricing the least is convenient for the parent
too carve out because they encounter too many costs and so they prefer to incur in
thee negative synergies rather than to carve out. Furthermore, a severe underpricing
cann induce the parent to prefer selling off and loose the option to buy back rather
thann carving out.
99
The acquirer of a sell off is usually an investor in the same industry and faces less severe
asymmetryy of information.

3.3.3.3. Effect of uncertainty on timing of financial decision
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Effect of uncertainty on timing of financial decision n

Uncertaintyy is one of the most important factor that affects the optimal synergy
levell to carve out, buy back and sell out: uncertainty affects the /? parameter that
subsequentlyy affects the optimal synergy levels. In particular /3 decreases as uncertaintyy increases and it goes from infinity when uncertainty tends to zero and tends
too zero as uncertainty tends to infinity.
Propositionn 3.9 The higher the uncertainty the higher the optimal threshold to buy
back,back, «J and the lower the optimal threshold to sell out, s*B, and to carve out, s£.
Proof.. See Appendix 3.1 •
Thiss is result is on line on the traditional results of real option theory: the higher
thee uncertainty the later it is optimal to exercise the option to sell out. Higher
uncertaintyy implies a higher probability that the synergies take higher values on
thee future and so the parent is less willing to give up the possibility to exercise the
optionn to buy back and exploit the positive synergies.
Ass in the sell out case, a higher uncertainty increases the option value to buy
back,, that is, the parent firm prefers to wait rather than buy back in order not give
upp the sell out option as it is more likely synergies may turn negative.
Again,, also in the carve out case, with higher uncertainty extremes values of
synergiess are more likely and hence it is optimal for the parent to wait and see
ratherr than exercise the option to carve out in order to have higher probability that
thee synergies will not turn positive soon after having lost the option to carve out.

3.44

Extensions

3.4.11

Optimal share retained

Ass we saw there is a trade off between early carve out and the amount of shares
sold.. To see which is the optimal level of optimal shares retained we can study the
optionn value.
Ass it is shown in Fig. 3.5, when there is no or a low underpricing , the subsidiary
valuee is low relative to the synergies and the synergies axe very uncertain, it is
optimall for the parent to sell the highest amount possible of shares: when the
synergiess are very negative relative to the subsidiary profit flow, the gain due to the
decreasee in the synergies prevails and hence the parent sells the highest amount of
sharee possible.
Whenn instead there is a heavy underpricing and the subsidiary profit flow is high
relativee to the synergies the loss due to the synergies because irrelevant relative to
thee loss of the underpricing and so the parent sells the smallest amount possible (see
Fig.. 3.6).
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Figuree 3.5: Subsidiary value for the parent for different underpricing values {a = 0.5,
rr = 0.05, 7T = 1)

Retainedd Share
Figuree 3.6: Subsidiary value for the parent for different underpricing values {a = 0.2,
rr = 0.05, 7T = 1)
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Thee conclusions indicates the influences of uncertainty on the optimal shares
retained,, but many and crucial aspects have not been considered: the possible relationn between underpricing and shares retained, control issues regulations of the
stockk markets and tax dispositions.10

3.4.22

The effect of the non-zero drift term

Soo far we have studied the case where thee synergies have no drift term, that is fj, = 0.
Addingg the drift term we do not have anymore one @ parameter, but two, one for
thee put options, that is the option to sell out and carve out. j32{< 0), and one for
thee call option, namely the buy back option, &(> 0).
Whateverr is the sign of the drift term, the optimal synergy level to buy back
iss always positive and greater than -k- and the optimal synergy level to sell out is
alwayss negative and smaller than j - (see Appendix 3.J for a demonstration).
Givenn the complexity of the calculations, it is hard to demonstrate analytically
furtherr results. However, we carried out some simulations to derive some features
off the ECO when there is the drift term.
Traditionall real option theory predicts that an increase in drift increases the
thresholdd values as for higher drift holding the option without exercising it turns less
expensivee in terms of opportunity costs: that is the higher the drift, the investment
inn the risk free asset rather than on the investment is relatively less expensive and
soo holding the option alive rather than exercised it turns less expensive and the
investmentt decision is taken for higher threshold values. This effect prevails always
onn another drift effect component: the higher the drift the higher the underline
investmenn value and so the more attractive is exercise of the option.
Forr the carve-out case the situation, this traditional real option forecast does not
alwayss apply.
InIn Fig. 3.7 we present the various optimal threshold values to buy back to sell
outt and carve out when the retained shares, a, is 0.5. The drift acts differently on
thee synergy thresholds.
Forr the buy back option in general, a drift increase determines a higher optimal
threshold.. The increase of the option value prevails in the increase of the investment
valuee and so the parent waits higher synergy values to buy back; a higher drift makes
waitingg less expensive and hence increases the weight of the possible downside risk,
ass higher synergies are more likely.
Howeverr when the drift is very negative, a drift increase increases more the
investmentt value than the option value and so the optimal synergy level decreases.
10

Thee taxation of ECOs is complex depending if it involves primary and/or secondary issue of
equity.. For US regulation, when the parent holds more than 80% of the subsidiary, the parent can
consolidatee the subsidiary, deduct 100% of the dividends and spin off the remaining equity tax
freefree in Section 355 spin off. Hence, the dividends are nontaxable. When the parent holds between
500 and 80% the parent can consolidate the subsidiary only for accounting but not taxes purposes.
Underr the tax point of view, it looses the tax advantage of Section 355 spin off tough it can still
deductt 80% of the dividends of the subsidiary. When the parent holds between 20 to 50%, the
parentt uses equity method for accounting purposes. At least, when holding less than 20%, the cost
methodd should be applied. For more details see Willens and Zhu (1999).
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Figuree 3.7: Optimal synergy level to buy back, sell out and carve out as a function
off the drift (a = 0.1, r = 0.1, 5 = 0, a = 0.5)
Whenn the drift is very low, the parents firm wants to be guaranteed about the future
synergiess and so a decrease in the drift induces to wait for higher synergies levels in
orderr to be sure that they will be positive for a enough length of time.
Thiss effect is heavily determined by the amount of shares retained. The amount
off shares retained heavily influences the payoff of the option: the higher the share
retainedd the smaller is the payoff of the buy back option and its weight on the
decisionn and the lower the optimal threshold for low values of the drift (see Fig.
3.8). .
Inn the sell out case, in general an increase in the drift term increases the optimal
synergiess value for which it is optimal to sell out as the opportunity cost of the put
optionn to sell out increases; a higher drift decrease more the put option value rather
thann the underlying investment value, that is, the parent firm prefers to exercise the
optionn earlier.
Howeverr when the drift term is very high, the decrease in the underlying investmentt value of the put option value decreases more than the option value itself and
soo a higher drift induces the parent to wait longer, that is, to exercise the option to
selll out later. Again as for the buy back case, the amount of retained shares plays
ann important role on the effect of the drift term on the optimal threshold: the lower
thee amount of shares retained the higher the effect of the drift on the payoff relative
too the effect on the option so that a higher drift reduces the optimal threshold for
veryy high drift levels (see Fig. 3.8).
Regardingg the optimal threshold to carve out, an increase in the drift term acts
univoquelyy positively: a higher drift decreases the optimal synergy value level this
iss the put option value increase more than the underlying investment due to the fact
thatt the option is a compound option. The interesting element is this effect is so
strongg that when the drift is very high, the parent firm when the drift is very high

3.5.3.5. Concluding Remarks

Figuree 3.8: Optimal synergy level to buy back, sell out and carve out as a function
off the drift for different retained share levels(<r = 0.2, r = 0.1, <5 = 0)
too exercise the carve out option when the synergies are very positive (see Fig. 3.7).
Whenn the drift is very high it can be convenient to give up part of the synergies and
investt the payoff in the risk free asset knowing that likely you will buy it back.
Thee total effect of the retained shares and of the drift as it can be seen in Fig.
3.88 is not very relevant for the carve out case as the effect of the buy back and the
selll out option compensates each other.

3.55

Concluding Remarks

Equityy carve-outs have become popular in European and American corporate society
ass a way to refocus their businesses without relinquishing strategic control over
thee carved-out unit. This provides the company with a high degree of flexibility
concerningg the future corporate strategy conduct. At the same time, performing
aa carve-out can generate immediate benefits on operational performance, reduce
financingfinancing constraints and enable improved corporate governance. For these reasons
equityy carve-outs have been witnessed in high growth and high uncertainty sectors
suchh as telecommunications and Internet. We show that the benefits of an equity
carve-outt can be described in terms of real options. An alternative motive to consider
ann equity carve-out is therefore the creation of real options.
Thee appeal of strategic real options theory, is due to its ability to describe and
valuee strategic plans which may be executed in the future once more information will
bee gained on the attractiveness of different alternatives. This new information may
concernn the evolution of consumer demands, new technological developments, and
evenn the changing regulatory environment. We have applied such an approach to give
ann explanation for the so-called 'second event' of equity carve-outs. The strategic
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reall option approach describes the potential benefits of equity carve-outs as the
acquisitionn of future strategic opportunities of either capturing positive synergies
orr avoiding conglomeration costs, while at the same time allowing the market to
acquiree information on the value of its subsidiary.
Wee conclude that the choice of an equity carve-out is just the first part of a twostepp strategy to either sell-off the subsidiary in a phased manner or re-acquire it if
favorablee information on its internal strategic value emerges. This so-called second
eventt has been well documented in several studies, although the motivations for this
strategyy have not been modeled. Our application of strategic real options theory,
givess a comprehensible explanation for the empirical results found in these studies.
Thee performance of an equity carve-out actually creates both a put and a call option
onn the potential synergies of two connected businesses. The possibility to sell-off
thee remaining shares is equivalent to a put option. The ability to sell the subsidiary
whenn it is more valuable outside the company than inside is obviously valuable. Yet
circumstancess might change over time, and it may turn out to be beneficial for the
parentt to remain connected to the subsidiary. The equity carve-out allows a valuable
deferrall option.
Thee possibility to return to the initial situation by reacquiring the floated shares
cann be seen as a call option. More specifically, it is equivalent to a strategic growth
optionn such as described by Kulatilaka and Perotti (1997,1998). It enables the firm
too take advantage of future growth opportunities better and faster than its rivals
whenn conditions change favorably.
Ann ECO appears to be optimal even when the likely outcome is a final sell off.
Thee parent may choose to sell the subsidiary in a phased manner to signal better
insiderr information allowing the market to recognize its value before selling out at
aa higher price. The ECO then establishes a good track record for the subsidiary
beforee announcing a 'second stage' exit. The exposure of the carved-out subsidiary
too analysts allows to generate new information on its value and to diffuse it in the
market,, accelerating the learning process.
Onn the other hand, if by some dates the benefits of a higher autonomy granted
too the subsidiary no longer outweigh the costs of a separate listing and the lack of
closerr coordination, the parent company decides to reacquire the floated minority
sharee on the market and get back full control.
Thee key ingredient of the compound option connected to the ECO is therefore
thatt the final decision on buying back or selling out need not be pre planned by
thee parent, but can be left to a future date, when more information has become
available,, after the subsidiary has traded publicly for some time (Klein et al. 1991).
Inn general, upon announcement of the ECO the parent company normally does not
committ to either solution: this would obviously decrease flexibility and destroy some
embeddedd options.
Thesee options have considerable value for firms facing uncertainty surrounding
thesee effects. The recent carve-out wave in the biotechnology, telecommunications,
andd Internet sectors, are natural examples of companies seeking to create opportunitiess for maximizing value while retaining strategic flexibility. Using a simple
option-timingg model, we illustrated how these options can be valued.

3.3. A. Proof Proposition 3.1
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3.AA

Proof Proposition 3.1

Inn order to find the optimal threshold values, we derive the equation that equals
thee expected returns of the parent firm for each possible status to the expected rate
off capital appreciation, that is, we derive the Bellman equation for each situation:
fulll control, carve out, buy back and sell out. This will allow us to find the general
solutionss of the option values. Subsequently, we will set all together the boundary
conditionss and solve them in a unique system.
Fulll control status. When the firm is in the full control status, the Bellman
equationn indicates that for an interval of time dt the total expected return on the
fulll control together with the compound option to carve out has to be equal to the
expectedd rate of capital appreciation.
Ass the expected return of the full control case with the option to carve out
dependss on the value of the synergies, through the Ito's lemma, the Bellman equation
cann be expressed as the following differential equation:
^a^a22V"[s]V"[s] - rV[s] + (n + s) = 0

(3A.1)

Thee general solution of this differential equation is given by:
Vpp = Al exp0s +A2 exp"^

i

(3A.2)

rr
wheree A\ and A2 are the differential constant that have to be found and ? are the
twoo solutions of the quadratic equation derived from the differential equation (3A.1)
andd they are:
=

—

(3A.3)

Carve-outt status. Following the same procedure we can find the general solution
forr the subsidiary value when the parent has performed a carve-out and has the
optionn to buy back and to sell out. The differential equation is equal to:
)z<r)z<r22V"[s]V"[s] - rV[s] + Ö(TT + s) = 0

(3A.4)

andd the general solution is equal to:
VVcc = By exp^ +B2 exp~0s +a^^rr

(3A.5)

Buyy back status and sell-off status. In the buy back and sell off status, no
optionss are embedded and so the subsidiary value corresponds to what traditional
NPVV theory would predict. They are respectively:
VVBB = —

Vs = 0

(3A.6)
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Optimall exercises. In order to find each time the optimal exercise points and the
threee constants that define the options values, we have to impose what is commonly
defined,, the value matching condition and smooth pasting condition; these two
conditionss together imply that at the optimal exercise synergies level, the pay-offs
off taking and not taking an action meet tangentially (see Appendix C of Chapter 4
off Dixit and Pindyck (1994) for an explanation on this type of boundary condition).
Hence,, when the parent holds the full control, the optimal threshold to carve out
hass to satisfy the following conditions:

VVFF (s*c) = Vc (s*c) + (1 - a) ^

- ^

(3A.7)

Vi,{8h)Vi,{8h) = Vl{8*c)

(3A.8)

Onn top of it, there is the condition at the limit such that when the synergies are
veryy positive, that is when they tend to infinity, the option to exercise a carve-out
iss almost worthless as it is impossible that the parent firm will ever exercise it. This
impliess that A\ = 0.
Whenn the subsidiary has been already carved-out, the optimal threshold to buy
backk has to meet the following conditions:
(3A.9)

VVCC{8%){8%) = VB(8%)-(1-0)1
V C ( « B ) = * S ( « B ))

(3A.10)

Inn the case of a switch from carve out to sell -out, at the optimal threshold the
followingg condition have to be verified:
Vc(8Vc(8ss)) = Vs(88) + al

(3A.11)

Vè(s*s)Vè(s*s) = Vs(*s)

(3A.12)

Thiss system of six equations determines the three thresholds and the three remaining
constants.. The system cannot be solved entirely explicitly. The constant can be
solvee analytically and are given by:

11

_ e x p f r f l ( l - a )) + aexpfr5
(exp**i-expW)0r
20s

BB22 = exp s Bx + ^z expo's
rp rp
AA22 = - exp2/Jsc BX + B2 + ^—^ expps'c
rp rp

[ÓA ió)

-

(3A. 14)
(3A. 15)
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Thee threshold points are given by the solution of the following system of equations:
- 11 + a - V
t / l - 2a + a 2 / t ó

# ££ = 0 4 +In

(3A.16) )

ft(lft(l + fos)

- aa + yj-l + 2a + (1 - a) 2 /32sg
(3A.17) )
/3s*/3s*ss = i3s*B + ln
(11 - a) (1+ /?«£)
- 22 ((1 - a) exp^* + a exp^s)
(3A.18) )
fis*fis*cc = — 1 — 05 — Product Log
(11 - a) (exp2^B - exp 2 ^5) e x p ^
wheree ProductLog[z] gives the principal solution for w in 2 = iuexp w .

3.BB

Properties of entry benchmarks

Optionn to buy back and no option to sell out. The value of the marching
conditionn and then the smooth pasting condition change between the carve-out and
thee buy back status change. The payoff of the buy back status remains the same as
forr the general case and it is given by equation 3A.6.
Whenn instead the firm is in the carve out status as there is no option to sell out,
thee constant f?2 is equal to 0: as when the value of the synergies tends to minus
infinityy the value of the pay-off as to be equal only to the expected profits because
thee option to buy back has to be worthless as the probability to exercise it is zero.
Hencee in this case:
7 T ++ S

VVcc = £1 exp^s -fa

(3B.19) )

Itt follows that the system of equations that has to be solved constituted by the
differentt value matching smooth pasting conditions are given by equations (3A.7),
(3A.8),, (3A.9), (3A.10) and the solutions are given by:
bb

AA
^

(11 - a) (expres — exp~1+2^sc7B J
-

fir fir

=

11

( l - o ))

(3B.21) )

0expr

«-J J
88bbCBCB = -~-S-

(3B.20) )

(3B.22) )
-ProductLog

[-2exp- 2 - ^]

(3B.23) )

wheree ProductLog[z] gives the principal solution for w in z = wexpv
Inn particular if there is no underpricing:
'CB B==

11
-1.04-

(3B.24) )
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Optionn to sell out and no option to buy back. Again, the value matching
andd the smooth pasting conditions for the switching between the carve out and the
selll out change. The expected value in the sell out status remains the same: the
solutionn is constituted by equation (3A.6).
Whenn instead the firm is in the carve-out status and there is no option to buy
back,, the constant B\ = 0 , as when the value of the synergies tends to infinity the
valuee of the pay-off as to be equal only to the expected profits. The option to sell
outt in fact in this case has to be worthless as the probability to exercise it, is zero.
Hence: :
VVcc = Bi exp?' +B2 exp-08 +a^-^(3B.25)
rr
Itt follows that the system of equations that has to be solved constituted by the
differentt value matching smooth pasting conditions are given by equations (3A.7),
(3A.8),, (3A.11), (3A.12) and the solutions are given by:

B\B\ = —V
ii

exp/?r
,, _ (l-a)exp-^ +a
1CC
expj3r

v

v

4s4s = ~^
4 ss = - ^ " *

(3B.26)
'
'
(3B.28)

(3B.29)

Noo option to buy back and no option to sell out. When the firm is in the
carve-outt status and there are no options to buy back and to sell out later, the value
matchingg and the smooth pasting between the full control and the carve-out status
change.. The pay-off of the carve out status is equal to the expected profits without
anyy option value added, that is £?i = B2 = 0.
Thee system of equations is given by equations (3A.7) and (3A.8) and the solutions
aree given by:

^=(i-y»»

(3B30)

%c%c = -n-?>

(3B.31)

3.CC

Proof Proposition 3.2

Att the optimal switching time, ss, equation (3A.11) has to be verified. This implies
thatt the payoff at s*s between the carve-out status and the selling out one has to
bee equal to zero. That is, inserting equations (3A.13), (3A.14) and (3A.15), the
followingg equation:
(11 - a) 2 exiA'i+'S) + q (1 - pss) expo's +q (1 + pss) e x p 2 ^
/ 3 ( e x p 2 ^ - e x p 2 ^ ) rr

{

}
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hass to be equal to zero.
Thiss function is an increasing monotonie function that goes to minus infinity
whenn s% tends to minus infinity and to infinity when s*s tends to infinity. It follows
thatt there is a unique value of s*s for which this function equals zero.
Forr s*s = sbs = - J , the function (3C.32) is:
2 ( l - q ) e x p f l * + i + qq

(3C33)

/?(exp2(1+8^)-l)r r
Itt is always positive as far as s*B > — \. This condition is not relevant as it is shown
inn Appendix 3.D that s*B > —4.
Itt follows that Ps*s < - 1 < 0.

3.DD

Proof Proposition 3.4

Att the optimal switching time, s*B, equation (3A.9) has to be verified. This implies
thatt the payoff function between staying in the carve out status and buying back has
too be equal to zero. That is, inserting equations (3A.13), (3A.14) and (3A.15),the
followingg equation:
2a2aexp"('«+*S)exp"('«+*S) _ (i - a) eX p 2 ^B (08% - 1) + (1 - a) expo's {0sB + 1)
/?(exp 2 ^B-exp2/3s£)r r
hass to be equal to zero.
Thiss function is a increasing monotonie function that goes to minus infinity when
ssBB tends to minus infinity and to infinity when s*B tends to infinity. It follows that
theree is a unique value of s*B for which this function equals zero.
Forr s*B = SbB = J, the function (3D.34) is:
2((l~q)exp2^+qexp1+^) )
(3(3 (exp2 — exp2/3*s) r
Itt is always negative as far as s*s > | . This condition is not relevant as it is
logicall that the firm will sell out for negative values of the synergy.
Itt follows that 0 < I/ft < s*B

3.EE

Proof Proposition 3.3 and 3.5

Thee derivative of Equation (3C.32), that we indicate as ƒ, in respect of a is given
by: :

d£d£++dids%dids%
dada

dsB da

(3E36)
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where e
d£d£
dada

expo's ({3s*s-l)-expe°B(0s*s
£(exp^B+exp/?s£)r

=

0 s +s

dfdf

+I)
{ÓE ói)

"

3

-2exp ( B "s)'

(exp2^-exp2^s)2r

ds*ds*BB

((11 - Q) (exp2^B + e x p 2 / ^ ) + 2aexpd(sB+3's)) < O

(3E.38)

Att the same time the derivative of equation (3D.34), that we indicate with g, in
respectt of a is given by:
&i&i

dg ds*s

^ + 4aff
t

( 3E - 39 >

where e
dg_dg_

=

(08% - 1) exp* a + {p8% + 1) expo's
13 (expo's + expo's) r

dada

{

}

4 ( 1 - a) exp2(s*+ss> +2a ( e x p ^ 3 - * ^ ) + e x p ^ ^ 3 * * ) )

dgdg

os'gos'g
(exp2^*s — exp2^ss) r
Puttingg together these elements it results that as the fraction of retained shares
increasee both s*B and s*s increases.
Furthermoree studying the limit of the behavior of the optimal thresholds at the
limitt cases of a equal to 0 and 1 we obtain that:
limsgg = -oo

(3E.42)

l i m ^^

= -i

(3E.43)

l i m 44

=

(3E.44)

i

limsjj = oo
a—a—»1»1

3.FF

(3E.45)
N

Proof Proposition 3.6

Thee optimal switching time, s£. is given by equation (3.4). This expression is real if
thee part inside the Product Log is greater than ——.
Thiss is always true given as far as:
aa <

exp 2/?s ss ~2f3sB -exp20°'s
—.
^ 0.997
exp 2 ^B-2^B-»p M , ss + 2 e x p ^ s

(3F.46)

Ass the numerator is positive and the denominator is always slightly greater than
thee numerator, we have that there is an optimal carve out threshold for almost every
possiblee fraction of retained share.

'
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Computingg the limit for a that tends, SQ tends to a value that is smaller than
11 — 5, while for a that tends to 1, SQ tends to —4.
Furthermoree as the derivative of equation (3.4) in respect of a is always negative,
s*s*cc diminishes as a increases.

3.GG

Proof Proposition 3.7

Thee sell-off can be considered as a special case of the carve-out without option to
buyy back and to sell out when a = 1 and S = 0. Hence, adapting the results of
Appendixx ?? we obtain:
ssbbsoso = - \

3.HH

(3G.47)

Proof Proposition 3.8

Insertingg equation (3.3) in equation (3.4) we obtain:
- ii - ^-ProductLog [- (1 + (3s*B) e x p " 1 " ^ ]

(3H.48)

Thiss expression is always higher than —4 that is for Proposition 3.2, that is the
superiorr limit of s^O.

3.11

Proof Proposition 3.9

Formm equations (3.2) and (3.3) we know that 0s*B, 0Sg, /3s£. are constant values
givenn the fraction of retained shares. Hence, the higher the uncertainty, the lower
/?,, the higher s*B and the lower s*s and s£. (as they are negative).

3.. J

The range of s*B and s*s in case of fi ^ 0

Insertingg the drift terms we obtain the following results:

11

aa11
a2
qexpft»'B + ( i - q ) e x p f t ' 5
==
fa (expft"B+ft*s - expfo*B+h*s) (r - //)
aexpfo**B-(l-a)aexpfo**B-(l-a)
expo's
fafa (expk'Ws-*'*''1 B+02 5 ) (r - /*)
0202

02 {r - H)

V

}
m

(33 J. 52)

,

n
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Equationss (3A.7), (3A.11) and (3A.9) becomes respectively:
expft*f-+fc»JJ (1 - a) {fa - fa) + exp^ s F+^fl a {fa - fa)
++
(exp/?lSs+/32Sss -expfoss+P2SB) fiifa (r - fi)
)
(i)(-ii
a){-la){-l
+
{s*
+
S)fa)
+
a
+
w + f F) A
AA (r - /*)
aa {fa - fa) exp^+^$B - (1 - a) fa (1 - fas*B) exp0lSB+^ss
++
(exp^lSs+&sBB - ex.p0lSB+l32!ls) fa fa (r - /*)
(11 - a) fa (1 - ftaj,) exp^^s+A's
== 0
(3J.54)
(exp^lSs+^sss - exp^B+^s) fa fa ( r - p)
fta
{I-a){I-a) {0i- fa) exptft+ft)'5 - g f o (1 - fl^) exp 5+/?^B
++
(exp^13s+^sBB - exp01sB+fos's) fa fa (r - /i)
Q/? 1 (l-/3 2 4)exp^"B + f e ^ ^
(3J.55) )
fti
(exp s+^»BB - exp^lsB+^ss) ft/% (r - /x)
Forr sB = 7p, equation (3J.54) is always negative. It follows that as equation (3J.54)
iss a monotonie function increasing in s*B, s*B > 4-.
Forr s*s — 4-, equation (3J.55) is always negative. It follows that as equation
(3J.55)) is a monotonie function decreasing in s*s, s*s < 4-.
Forr s*c = 4- and 6 = 0, equation (3J.54) is equal to:
exp^^ ((1 - a) expo's +a expo's) {fa - fa)
( e x p ^ B + ^ s W 1 ^ ^^ ) fcfc ( r _ p)

Chapterr 4
Thee Price of Rapid Exit in
Venture-backedd IPOs
4.11

Introduction

Recentt years have witnessed an impressive increase both in the number of the Initial
Publicc Offerings (IPOs) and in the level of underpricing. These twin phenomena
aree the distinctive elements of what is called "hot issue" market. In the same
period,, venture capitalist backed IPOs resulted more underpriced than non venture
capitall backed ones (Ljungqvist (1999) and Franzke (2001)). This event is not
commonn as in general the opposite occurs, i.e. venture capitalist backed firms are less
underpricedd than non venture capital backed ones. This paper sees these phenomena
ass interrelated and offers an explanation. The decision to take a firm public is a
consequencee of the decision to exit from the actual firm to enter in a new and more
productivee investment opportunity. Hence the higher the profitability, the more the
financiersfinanciers are available to pay to disinvest; the different underpricing strategy of
venturee capital and non venture capital backed firms is related to the different roles
thatt the financiers plays in the firm.
Thee existence of " hot issue" cycles was already discussed in Ibbotson and Jaffe
(1975):: Ibbotson and Patter (1995) reports examples of IPOs clustering with higher
underpricingg for the last 40 years in different countries.
Figuree 4.1 and 4.2 report the IPO volume and the degree of underpricing in
1960-20011 for the US. The IPO cluster of the early '80 according to Ritter (1984)
wass due to an exceptional issue wave in the natural resource industry: in that period
highh oil prices caused an extraordinary favourable situation in the oil sector, and
manyy start-up companies related to the natural resources sector were taken public
inn highly underpriced IPOs. In the second half of the nineties, the diffusion of
thee use of Internet and new communication services triggered an impressive IPO
wave,, coupled with strong underpricing. A "cold issue" market occurred at the
endd after the market crash of '87, the IPOs volume fell by almost 80% and average
underpricingg halved relative to the previous year.
Lowryy and Schwert (forthcoming) and Hoffmann-Burchardi (2001) have shown
thatt periods of heavier underpricing and higher IPO volume over the last 40 years
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weree not simultaneous, but rather positively correlated. Usually, periods of heavy
underpricingg are followed by periods of high IPO volume.
Ritterr (1984) does not find evidence that the "hot issue" market anomaly is
duee to a difference in risk, namely whether the underpricing is higher in periods of
predominantlyy high-risk IPOs.
Benvenistee and Spindt (1998) and Loughran and Ritter (forthcoming) see the
underpricingg as the cost the underwriter has to pay to collect information about
thee true value of the firm. While these papers offer an explanation of the variation
overr time of underpricing, they do not explain the variation in IPO volume and its
positivee relation with underpricing.
Benveniste,, Busaba and Wilhelm (forthcoming), Benveniste, Ljungqvist, Wilhelmm and Yu (2001) and Lowry and Schwert (forthcoming) elaborate the idea of
Benvenistee and Spindt (1998) and suggest that information spillovers in the learningg process associated with an IPO induce firms from the same sector to go public
inn the same period. Underpricing is the cost to be paid to gather information from
investorss about the sector. Each time a firm is taken public, more information is
revealedd about the sector, reducing uncertainty over other sector firms' value. This
reducess the cost to go public and hence increases the number of firms that are willing
too go public.1
Otherr papers interpret these anomalies as the result of irrationality of over optimismm among investors and analysts (Rajan and Servaes (1997) and Ljungqvist,
Nandaa and Singh (2001)). In periods of over optimism, high post-IPO primes inducee more firms to take advantage of the favourable situation and go public.
Thiss paper offers a new explanation to the hot issue puzzle. We model the IPO
ass an exit decision of an investor seeking to exploit other investment opportunities.
Whilee in most models of the IPO process the entrepreneur decides to bring the
firmfirm public for either diversification or fund rising, we interpret the IPO mostly
ass exit channel (Black and Gilson 1998). In the basic model, an early investor
orr the entrepreneur himself brings the firm public to raise funds to invest in a
neww opportunity. In order to be able to sell, the investor is willing to incur some
underpricing.. Both the stake sold and its pricing are needed to signal the value
off the present and the future investment. Though the new investment opportunity
returnn does not affect directly the payoff of the outside investors, this information
iss needed to perceive fully the trade-off faced by the early stage investor and thus
too interpret correctly the signal on the value of the IPO firm. We obtain a unique
equilibriumm where the fraction of shares retained signals the present firm value, while
thee underpricing signals the investment opportunity profitability.
Allenn and Faulhaber (1989), Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) and Welch (1989)
interprett the underpricing as a signal of the firm value. However, no convincing
empiricall support has been found (Garfinkel (1989), Jegadeesh, Weinstein and Welch
(1993)) and Michaely and Shaw (1994)). In our model, the underpricing signals the
11

There is uncertain evidence on sector clustering. While Ritter (1984) can point to the boom in
thee oil sector to explain the '80 hot market, Helwege and Liang (2001) finds less industry clustering
duringg hot periods. Their conclusions could be influenced by the definition of hot issue market
adopted. .
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expectedd profitability of a distinct firm (the new investment opportunity).
Thee model predicts that, the better the new opportunities, the more eager is the
investorr to sell, and then the heavier the underpricing. Hence, periods of particularlyy profitable new investment opportunity create periods of heavy underpricing.
Subsequently,, as soon as the new investments become mature, they are taken public
andd so a higher volume of IPOs occurs. This implies that, in periods of economic
expansionss with many new investment opportunities, there is more underpricing
followedd by more IPOs. Vice versa, in periods when there are few and poorly profitablee investment opportunities, exiting investors retain a larger fraction of shares
andd underprice less.
"Hott issues" periods may thus not be triggered by optimism on the demand
side,, the outside investors, but rather by the supply side, when there is a stronger
incentivee for early stage investors to exit in order to enter new ventures.
Empirically,, there is no firm relationship between the presence of venture capital
andd underpricing or rather it differs across periods.
InIn early studies, venture capital backed IPOs were found to be less underpriced
thann non- venture capital backed IPOs (Barry, Muscarella, Peavy and Vestuypens
(1990),, Meggison and Weiss (1991) and Lin and Smith (1998)). However, during
hott issue markets, both the proportion of venture capital backed IPOs and their
relativee underpricing increase; in some cases they are significantly more underpriced
thann the average IPO (Francis and Hasan (2001), Franzke (2001), Ljungqvist (1999)
andd Smart and Zutter (2000)).
Thee certification role of the venture capitalist, who cares about his reputation
ass he returns often to the IPO market, should imply lower underpricing of venture
backedd firms. There is no current argument why venture backed firms should be
moree underpriced during hot issue market.
Venturee capital finance represents a small fraction of the total financing, but is
recognizedd to be critical in the financing of innovative ventures. Figure 4.3 and 4.4
showw how this activity increased heavily in the last years until the slow down due
too the Internet and telecommunications sectors crises.
Venturee capital activity is mainly characterized by two elements: the investmentt in unlisted securities of recently formed firms and its advising and monitoring
functionn that enhance to increase the chance of success of new enterprises (Bartlett
(1999)) and Gompers and Lerner (1999)). Thus venture capital investment requires
aa medium term prospective term,2 so the venture needs to be highly profitable to
compensatee the high illiquidity, the business risk and the services supplied. Thus
thee venture capital industry is oriented towards potentially marketable innovative
ideas,, often emerging from advances in science and technology.
Mostt of the work on venture capital concentrates attention separately on either
feature.3 3
2
Inn absolute terms, the length of relationship of the venture capital with the financed firm
variess according to the activity of the firm itself (for a sector specification of the average length,
seee Cumming and Macintosh (2001)).
3
Thee advising and monitoring capability have been studied among others by Repullo and Suarez
(2000)) and Cornelli and Yosha (1997); empiricall evidence is offered by Gompers and Lerner (1999),
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Manyy empirical papers reports the exit behaviour of a venture capitalist, but recentlyy only Berglöf (1994) and Schwienbacher (2002) model it theoretically. Berglöf
(1994)) describes how control rights of venture capital are allocated as compensation
forr his capability to sell to a larger company that operates in the same or in a similar
business.. Schwienbacher (2002) derives the optimal capital structure when there is
aa the agency conflict between the entrepreneur that prefers to go public to preserve
hiss independence and the venture capitals who prefers to exit through IPO or a
tradee sale depending on the level of innovation.
Exitt is a very important phase of the capital finance process as it is the moment
whenn the venture capitalist realizes his returns to distribute them to its investors.
Thee IPO is usually the most profitable exit route for the venture capitalist (Berglöf
1994).4 4
Wee explicitly model the monitoring role of the venture capitalist as well as its
exitt strategy. This allows identifying some important effects, such as the difference
inn underpricing and fraction of shares sold relative to non VC backed firms.
Inn the second part of the paper, we study closely the exit of a venture capitalist.
Ass in the basic model, exit is triggered by the arrival of a new investment opportunityy through. The difference in underpricing by venture capitalists depends in
whetherr the market is hot or not. The IPO of a venture capitalist differs from the
onee of a traditional investor (or of entrepreneurs) because of his role in controlling
entrepreneuriall moral hazard. We show that the contractual solution to the moral
hazardd issue of the new opportunity influences the modality of the disinvestments
throughh IPO of the current investment.5
Thee venture capitalist cannot freely choose his stake in the new investment.
Whilee the traditional investor has no constraint on the amount of capital to invest
inn the new firm, a venture capitalist facing the moral hazard problem has an optimal
sharee in order to have the maximum effort exerted by the entrepreneur and the
maximumm profits.
Ass for the early stage investor, the venture capitalist prefers to incur a signalling
costt selling the older investment rather than missing the new opportunity. Dependingg on the degree of moral hazard in the new investment opportunity, the venture
capitalistt will underprice more or less than a traditional financier.
Thiss may explain the different empirical results concerning underpricing behaviourr of venture and non-VC backed firms.
Duringg economic booms, when there are many new and profitable investment
opportunities,, the higher is the expected profitability of the new investment opportunity,, the lower are the constraints due to the moral hazard problems. In such
periodss the venture capitalist is willing to invest more and thus to liquidate quickly
thee current mature investments (and at higher discount).
Kaplann and Stromberg (1999) and Hellman and Puri (2000).
4
Thoughh IPOs constitute a small fraction of the total venture capitalist portfolio (between 20
andd 35 percent, according to dimming and Macintosh (2001)), they contribute the highest the
returnss (from 30% to more than 50% of total return).
5
Thee contrary does not apply: the venture capitalist-entrepreneur contracting is not influenced
byy the modality of exit of the venture capitalist from the previous contract.
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InIn case of few and not particularly profitable investment opportunities, the moral
hazardd problem is more binding; the venture capitalist will limit his stake in the new
venturee and disinvest less during the IPO.
Thee plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the IPO underpricingg behaviour of non venture capital backed firms. In Section 3, we explain the
underpricingg of venture backed IPOs. Section 4 compares the results of the two
previouss sections and derives some empirical implications. In Section 5, we extend
thee venture capital choice in continuous time to analyse the optimal timing of IPO.
Thee final section summarizes and concludes the paper.

4.22

The "hot issue" market model

4.2.11

The time structure

InIn this section we model a two period exit strategy by an early stage investor through
ann IPO aimed at funding a new investment. We will consider later the case of exit
byy a venture capitalist.
Thee early stage investor holds a fraction, c*i in a firm whose value is V e [L, oo).
Hee also has the opportunity to invest in a new venture whose expected return is
7TT € [ni, oo). To invest in the new venture, he needs to exit from the old investment.
Wee assume that the investor has limited wealth or limited capacity in managing
companies.66 Hence, at period 0 the early stage investor decides to bring the first
firmm public in order to reinvest the IPO proceeds.
Wee assume that in the new opportunity, he does not face any entrepreneurial
morall hazard.7
Bothh the older firm value and the expected returns of the new investment opportunityy are known to the early stage investor, but not to outside investors. Thus, the
earlyy stage investor faces a double asymmetric information problem when he sells
hiss stake in the firm. The signalling of the new investment opportunity profitability
iss necessary to let outside investors perceive fully the trade off of the early stage
investorr and then to decode the signal on the firm value.
Hence,, the early stage investor needs to signal this information. Because there
aree two different pieces of information asymmetries that have to be conveyed, he
needss two signals. We assume that he can signal only via the fraction of shares sold
duringg the IPOs, 0, and the underpricing discount, D.8
Att period 1, once the market opens, the firm value has become known to all
investorss and so the final fraction can be sold at the true firm value without any
furtherr discount.
Thee time structure of the model is sketched in Fig. 4.5.
6
Alsoo financial constraint considerations could be considered though they are believed to be
lesss common nowadays.
7
Thiss can be due to a lack of moral hazard problems, or the fraction of financing in the new
investmentt opportunity is too small to induce moral hazard, or because the traditional investor is
himselff going to be the entrepreneur of the new firm.
8
Inn this model we do not allow for overpricing, that is, we do not allow for a negative D.
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Figuree 4.5: Time Structure of the "Hot Issue" Market Model

4.2.22

IPO exit with uncertainty only on the IPO firm value

Att time 0 the early stage investor sells through an IPO all or a part of his stake in
orderr to be able to invest in the new opportunity. The amount of capital available
inn the new opportunity is determined by the proceeds of the IPO: f3ct\P, where j3
iss the fraction of the firm sold during the IPO, a\ is the fraction hold by the early
stagee investor and P is the IPO price. The new investment opportunity is perfectly
divisiblee and has expected profitability n. So the total outcome deriving from the
IPOO exit and the subsequent investment in the new opportunity is given by Tr(3aiP.
Ass in Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), to solve the double signalling problem, we
firstfirst solve a simpler case where there is only one source of asymmetry of information.
Thus,, initially we assume the outside investors know the expected profitability of
thee new investment opportunity, but not the value of the firm sold during the IPO.
Thee early stage investor is risk neutral and maximizes his expected wealth Ü7[W],
givenn by 2 components: the return from investing the IPO proceeds at time 0 in the
neww firm, 7T/3QIP, and the return from selling on the market at time 1 the remaining
share,, (1 — /?) ot\V. Assuming a zero interest rate, the objective function for an early
stagee investor is:
maxmax E [W}= max E [nf3axP + (1 - 0)aiV]

(4.1)

Thee fraction of the stake hold in the firm, cvi, is irrelevant for the maximization
problem. .
Ass the outside investor is a price taker, the price settled by the early stage
investorr is equal to the value inferred by outside investors given the signals, minus
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thee underpricing, that is P = E [V | 0, D] — D, where V (0, D) is the inferred firm
valuee by outside investors given the two signals. So the maximization problem of
equationn (4.1) becomes:
maxE[W]maxE[W]
==

= maxE[Pv[E[V\0,D]-D]

WBK0V{E[V\J3,D]-D)

+ {1-0)V

+ {l-0){V

+ e1)]

(4.2)
(4.3)

Expectedd wealth, given by equation (4.3), decreases with underpricing as long as
7TT > 1 and 0 < 0 < 1, the maximum expected profit is given by no underpricing,
thatt is D = 0. Hence, the best way to signal the firm value is through the fraction
off shares sold during the IPO, 0. The maximization problem reduces to:
maxE[W]maxE[W] = max0TrE[V\0}

+ (l-0)V

(4.4)

wheree E [V \ 0] is the value of the firm as perceived by the outside investors given
thee signal, 0.
Solvingg this maximization problem we obtain a signalling schedule that gives the
uniquee Pareto-dominant separating equilibrium (Riley (1979) and Salanié (1999)).
Propositionn 4.1 The signalling schedule that gives the unique Pareto-dominant
separatingseparating zero profit equilibrium is:
E[V\0]=0~E[V\0]=0~1+1+«L«L
wherewhere L is the minimum possible firm value.
Proof.. See Appendix 4. A •
Ass in Leland and Pyle (1977), when the early stage investor sells all his stake,
0=1,0=1, the firm value signalled to the outside investor is at its minimum, L.
Indeed,, any schedule for which when all the shares are sold, the firm value
perceivedd by the outside investors is smaller than the possible minimum firm value,
thatt is E [V | 1] < L, is for the early stage investor always Pareto dominated by the
pricee schedule with E [V | 1] = L.
Att the same time, if the signalling schedule were such that the firm value perceivedd by the outside investor, when all the stake is sold, is higher than the liquidationn value, E [V | 1] > L, the early stage investor would have no incentive to
liquidatee the firm: he would find more attractive to sell all his stake to outside investorss for E [V | 1] rather than liquidating it at L. In this case he would gain the
extraa E [V | 1] — L even when the firm value is at its minimum, L.
Furthermore,, as long as ir > 1, the first derivative of the signalling schedule with
respectt to 0 is negative and the second derivative is positive. This implies that a
lowerr fraction sold signals a higher firm value and the marginal effect of the signal
iss greater for high firm value than for low firm values.
Thee proceeds from the IPO available for the new investment opportunity are
givenn by 0* L. Hence, given the signalling schedule, the early stage investor of a

(4.5)
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loww value firm has more capital available to invest in the new opportunity than the
earlyy stage investor of a high value firm.
Intuitively,, this derives from the fact that the higher the firm value, the higher
opportunityy costs of a fast sale. Hold fixed the selling price, a higher fraction of firm
sold,, would imply a higher capital available for the new investment opportunity.
However,, as a higher fraction sold signals a low firm value, the early stage investor
preferss to invest less in the new opportunity and to give up some profit rather than
too sell a high value firm at the low value firm price.
Empirically,, this means that high value firms will be sold with a very low free
float. .

4.2.33

Double asymmetric information

Startingg from the previous results, we now derive the signalling schedule when there
iss asymmetric information both on the value of the firm taken public and on the
neww investment opportunity. Though the profitability of the new opportunity does
nott influence directly the outside investors pay-offs, it is a necessary information for
thee outside investors to know the objective function of the early stage investor and
hencee to interpret correctly the signal on the firm taken public. A second signal,
thee share pricing is needed.
Wee indicate with E[n \ fi,D], the profitability of the investment opportunity
inferredd by outside investors given the observed underpricing and the fraction of
sharess sold.
Whenn the new opportunity profitability is the lowest possible, TT = iti > 1, the
earlyy stage investor has no reason to incur any cost to signal its profitability, i.e.
DD — 0. In this case the solution of the signalling problem can be reduced to the
casee of known profitability. Applying the results of Proposition 4.1, the signalling
schedulee in this case is:
E{VE{VLL\0]=p'\0]=p'l+l+^L^L
Propositionn 4.2 When both the new investment opportunity and the firm value are
unknownunknown to the outside investors, there exists a two parameter separating signalling
equilibriumequilibrium that is given by:
E[V\P,D]E[V\P,D]

= E[VL\0}+D

E[*\0,D]E[*\0,D] = TTJI +

(4.7)
^-^D)

ThisThis equilibrium is for the early stage investor the Pareto dominant separating schedule. ule.
Proof.. See Appendix 4.B •
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LOWW 7T

Highh 7T

Loww V

Bigg fraction sold
Loww underpricing

Bigg fraction sold
Highh underpricing

Highh V

Smalll fraction sold
Loww underpricing

Smalll fraction sold
Highh underpricing

Figuree 4.6: The four main signaling behaviors of the traditional investor
Thesee signalling schedules are such that the retained share (1 — (3) signals the
firmm value, while the underpricing D, or better the percentage of initial return £-,
signalss the new investment opportunity profitability.
Whenn there is no underpricing, by construction the inferred value of the new
investmentt is the lowest possible, 717,, increases in a convex way as D increases and
iss infinite as D equals the total firm value, V.
Thee level of the discount (D — (j- — 1J Vj,) is proportional to the expected extra
gainn (above the minimum expected profitability -KL) of the new investment. More
precisely,, an increase in the expected profitability of the new investment profitability
inducess the early stage investor to increase proportionally the percentage of first day
initiall returns.
Givenn these features, we can identify 4 cases, as sketched in Fig. 4.6:
•• Low firm value and low profitability of new investment. In this case the investor
preferss to sell a large stake of the firm rather than underpricing. It is more
attractivee to sell more of the old firm to invest it in the new investment, rather
thann selling less to mimic a high value firm: the lost gain from investing less in
thee new investment would be higher than the overpricing. On the other side
underpricingg is not attractive, as the discount cannot be recovered investing
inn a poorly profitable new investment.
•• Low firm value and high profitability of new investment The early stage investorr will sell a large stake in the old firm and will underprice heavily in order
too have enough capital to invest in the new investment opportunity.
•• High firm value and low profitability of new investment. In this case it is costly
forr the early stage investor to sell quickly the old firm to invest in the new
investment.. Thus, he retains a large fraction of the old firm and underprices
forr a small amount.
•• High firm value and high profitability of new investment. The early stage
investorr will sell a small fraction of his stake at a very low price and will invest
thenn a small amount of capital in the new investment opportunity.
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Givenn these results, we can now interpret the variation of IPO underpricing over
time.. When there are good investment prospects, due for example to technological
innovationn in some sectors, investment opportunities are many and highly valuable.
Thiss triggers a "hot issue" market: the early stage investors will take public the
existingg firms, selling many shares at low price, and invest the proceeds in new
ventures.. Subsequently, the early stage investors will take the new ventures public
inn order to invest; if the "opportunity wave" has past at the IPO fewer shares will
bee sold and will be underpriced less. The prospects created, for example, by the
"dott com" boom, were many and highly positive and this has induced an increase
onn both the underpricing and the volume of IPOs.
Ass a final remark, it is interesting to notice that the early stage investor maximizess not only over the level of underpricing and the fraction of shares to hold,
butt indirectly also over the optimal level of capital to invest in the new investment
opportunity.. This element together with the moral hazard issue is the driving elementt that explains the different IPO behaviour of a venture capitalist in respect to
aa traditional investor, as we show in the next section.

4.33

The Venture Capitalist

Inn this section we present a variation of the above model to show how the venture
capitalistt signalling behaviour differs from the one of a traditional investor as he
facess moral hazard problem.
Ass we said, a venture capitalist differs from an early stage investor because he
cannott freely choose the amount of capital to invest due to the moral hazard problem
withh the entrepreneur.
Thee time structure of the model changes slightly. We have now a cycle subdivided
intoo 3 periods with 4 different players: the venture capitalist, the entrepreneur, the
outsidee investors and the financiers of the venture capitalist activity.
Att period 1, the venture capitalist is interested in financing a new firm whose
initiall investment need is K E [iC^oo), where KL can be considered the minimum
capitall need of any investment. The expected value of this firm is partly stochastic
andd partly depends on the amount of effort exerted by the entrepreneur, e G [0, ë].
Thee effort exerted is unobserved by the venture capitalist and implies some sort of
personall cost that for simplicity we pose it equal to e.
Hence,, the objective functions of the two players, the venture capitalist and
thee entrepreneur, do not coincide and a morel hazard problem arises. 9 In order
too overcome this problem the venture capitalist finances the firm with equity for a
certainn fraction equal to cx-i G [OLL, 1], F The characteristics of the contract between
thee entrepreneur and the venture capitalist are not known to the outside investors:
thee outside investors know only that the venture capitalist finances the new venture
throughh equity, but they do not know the size of the investment, K, the share
9

Wee are aware of the relevance on the firm value of the venture capitalist effort, as consultant
andd monitor. However, for simplicity, we ignore this component.

IPOs
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participationn of the venture capitalist, «2, and the quality of the entrepreneur, that
iss more technically said the marginal productivity of the entrepreneur effort, 7r' (e).
Att period 2 the firm value, V2, is realized and can range from 0 to infinite. This
firmm value can be observed by both the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur, but
nott by the outside investors and the financiers.
Att period 2 the venture capitalist wants to take the firm public for two reasons.
First,, at period 2 the venture capitalist has a new investment opportunity whose
featuress are known only to the venture capitalist. To take advantage from it, the
venturee capitalist is forced to disinvest the firm because by assumption he has a
limitedd capacity in managing the financing activity.10
Second,, IPO can be a tool for the venture capitalist to ease the subsequent profits
distributionn to his own financiers: as Gompers and Lerner (1999) has shown, profits
distributionn usually happens through shares distribution from the venture capitalist
portfolioo and an IPO constitutes a prerequisite to ease the subsequent financiers
exit. .
Ass for the early stage investor, the venture capitalist, taking a firm public, incurs
aa double asymmetric information problem: on the firm value and on the profitability
off the new venture. This time, however, the profitability of the new venture is
determinedd by the terms of the venture capitalist-entrepreneur contract conditions
(i.e.. capital invested and shares distribution) that are not observable to others.
Again,, we assume that the venture capitalist can use as signals only pricing and
quantityy of the share sold, i.e. the underpricing discount, D, and the stake sold, 0.
Att period 3, after the IPO, the firm value is revealed to all players and the
venturee capitalist transfers the remaining shares, 1 — j3, to the his own financiers.
Att this point, the cycle repeats itself: with the selling of the stake of the new
firmfirm at period 2 and 3, the venture capitalist has the possibility to finance further
investmentt opportunities, etc.
Studyingg this cycle allows us to see the influence of the past and future decisions
off the venture capitalist on the investment and disinvestments decisions.
Thee new time structure is sketched in Fig. 4.7.
Inn what follows we first study the contracting between the venture capitalist and
thee entrepreneur; subsequently we see how this influences (and is influenced by) the
IPOO signalling behaviour.

4.3.11

The Contract between Venture Capitalist and the Entrepreneur r

Afterr the venture capitalist has invested in the firm in period 1, in period 2 he
disinvestss through an IPO in order to be able to invest in the new opportunity and
too later distribute the remaining share to the financiers. The amount of capital
thatt the venture capitalist is investing in the new investment opportunity is not
10
Forr more details on the determinants of the venture capitalist portfolio size see dimming
(2001). .

SO O
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VCC signs contract with E
Morall Hazard problem
onn the effort exerted by E

IPO O

VCC sells 1-/3 to F

VCC knows V2 and 7r' (ë)
Outsidee investors do not
Signalingg through D and j3

Figuree 4.7: Time Structure of the Venture Capital Model
determinedd by the outcome of the IPO, but is chosen so as to take into account the
entrepreneuriall moral hazard in the new venture.
Thee degree of moral hazard depends on the productivity of entrepreneurial effort,, which may reflect either the quality of the entrepreneur or of his idea. This
entrepreneurr quality is a function of the effort exerted by the entrepreneur himself
andd is defined as the change in profitability of the firm on the base of the effort
exerted.. More formally:
9Pr(7r i i
ck ck

>0 0

IPOs

(4.9) )

wheree Pr (TT, | e) is the probability for the i— venture return to be Wj, given the
entrepreneurr effort, e.
Wee assume that the venture capitalist has all the bargaining power, but has to
givee enough incentives to the entrepreneur to exert effort, e. This effort satisfies the
monotonee likelihood property (MLRP) relative to firm value (Salanié 1999). n
Thee venture capitalist can induce the entrepreneur to exert effort by increasing
hiss stake, i.e. diminishing his own equity stake, a^. The higher is the stake of the
entrepreneur,, the greater is his incentive to increase profits.
Wee assume that income is verifiable and the firm enjoys limited liability. All
agentss are risk neutral.
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Propositionn 4.3 The optimal contract offered by the venture capitalist is such that
thethe entrepreneur exerts the maximum effort, ë, which request that the venture capitalisttalist holds a stake equal to:

andand the expected return of the investment is given by:
f°°f°°
// Pr(7T i |ë)d7T i = l + -

e
—

(4.11)

Proof.. See Appendix 4.C •
Thiss result offers some interesting observations.
Thee venture return depends on the effort exerted from the entrepreneur relative
too his capital involvement. The entrepreneurial stake, 1—a2, depends on his marginal
productivity:: the higher the entrepreneur quality, the smaller the necessary financial
participationn of the entrepreneur to profits.12
Thee expected discount on the subsequent IPO affects the profitability that the
venturee capitalist derives from each investment. This profitability increases with the
expectedd fraction of the firm sold during the IPO, with the expected value of the
futuree investment opportunity and decreases with the percentage of underpricing.
Interestingly,, the IPO structure does not influence the contract between the
venturee capitalist and the entrepreneur. Intuitively, there is no conflict between the
venturee capitalist objective during the creation and the IPO phase: the higher the
firmfirm value in the first period, the more valuable the subsequent IPO. Thanks to this
feature,, there is no interaction among the different phases. Thus, we can study the
IPOO issue as a repeated static stage game.
Wee now move to study how IPO structure is affected by moral hazard in the
subsequentt investment. For consistency in the notation, we indicate with a<i the
participationn of the venture capitalist in the subsequent venture, with 7r2 (e) =
J0°°Pr(7rii | e)7Tid7Tj its expected return, and with 7r2(e), the marginal productivityy of the entrepreneurial effort of the new venture, J0°° r^e'-K^Kditi.
Then, the
resultss of Proposition (4.3) can be expressed as:

1

—— = iffi*

*ww - 1+ (db?
4.3.22

(412)

< 413 >

Venture capitalist and entrepreneur contracting and
thee IPO

Inn the last section we have shown that how the venture capitalist addresses the
morall hazard problem with the entrepreneur is not influenced by the structure
12
Thiss result depends on the assumption that the venture capitalist has all the bargaining power.
Modifyingg this assumption would not affect the quality of our results about the IPO structure.
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off the subsequent IPO. In this section we study the opposite: how the venture
capitalist-entrepreneurr contracting over a future investment opportunity influencing
thee current IPO exit of the venture capitalist through the moral hazard constraint.
Inn Section 4.2, we allowed the early stage investor to invest in the new investment
opportunityy an optimal amount, subject to a maximum funding, which depends on
thee IPO outcome. Here instead the venture capitalist, when deciding its investment
hass also to take into account the incentive constraint.
Ass before, the level of profitability of the new venture (which is now endogenous)
iss not known to outside investors. Specifically, we assume that outside investors do
nott know the marginal productivity of the entrepreneur, and cannot observe the
stakess held by the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist. 13
Inn the presence of entrepreneurial moral hazard the IPO outcome changes. This
constraintt affects the IPO in two ways. First, the return of the new investment
opportunityy is now endogenous (expressed by equation (4.13)) and so the VC maximizationn problem becomes:
m a x £ [ ^ ] = m a x / ? (( 1 + -

^-—)p

+ (l-p)V

(4.14)

Second,, the capital invested by the venture capitalist in the new firm, a2K, cannot
bee more than the capital raised during the IPO, /3P.
Ass we did in the basic model, we initially solve the IPO structure by assuming
thatt the quality of manager and then the contracting conditions between venture
capitalistt and entrepreneur are common knowledge. In this case the value of the
neww venture is known and the maximization problem gives the following result.
Propositionn 4.4 When the contract between the entrepreneur and the venture capitalistitalist in the new venture is common knowledge, the venture capitalist does not underprice.derprice. The unique equilibrium schedule to signal the firm value is given by:

E[V\(3}E[V\(3} =

(4.15) )

exp' '
L/3L/3 (1 — a 2 ) Product Log

L0{l-aL0{l-a22) )

wherewhere ProductLog [z] is the function
itiexp" "

that gives the principal solution for w in z =

Proof.. See Appendix 4.D •
Thiss signalling schedule is the unique Pareto dominating equilibrium for the
venturee capitalist. It is such that the lower is the fraction of shares sold, the higher
thee firm value is, just as in Leland and Pyle (1977). In fact the first derivative of
thee signalling schedule has to satisfy the following condition:
Notee that the schedule is not affected by the total amount of capital needed for
thee new investment, but only by the stake acquired by the venture capitalist, a2.
13
Iff we allow the proceeds to be directed to more than one venture, the VC share can be
consideredd as a weighted average of the VC participation in each venture where the proceeds are
invested. .
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Whenn this information is not known to outside investors, the venture capitalist
hass to signal it trough underpricing. If the venture capitalist is acquiring the minimumm stake in the new venture, alpha^, he is not willing to incur in any underpricing:
outsidee investors cannot infer any inferior stake with no underpricing. Hence, the
optimall signalling schedule, Pareto dominating for the venture capitalist, in case of
noo underpricing should indicate the minimum possible VC stake in the venture.
Forr this reason we are going to rename equation (4.15) E[VL \ /?] where a2 is
substitutedd with a^.
Propositionn 4.5 When both the IPO firm value and the characteristics of the next
investmentinvestment are unknown to outside investors, the optimal signalling schedule are
givengiven by:
E[V\D,/3]E[V\D,/3]
P UU I n m
1

= E[VL\0] + D
e(l-aL)VL{0)
eaeaLLDD + (e + (1 - aL) Dp) VL (ƒ?)

(4.16)
.

.

Proof.. See Appendix 4.E. •
Thee resulting double signalling schedule is such that the stake sold fraction signalss the IPO firm value, while underpricing is signalling indirectly the marginal
profitabilityy of the new venture. We can identify four basic situations:
•• Low firm value and low marginal profitability of the new venture. The venture
capitalistt has no incentive to retain a large stake in the old firm, as it is not
veryy valuable; at the same time he has no incentive to underprice since the
neww venture is not particularly valuable. So at the IPO he sells a large fraction
off the firm with low underpricing.
•• Low firm value and high marginal profitability of the new venture. The venture
capitalistt is eager to liquidate the old investment to invest in the new venture.
Hee thus disinvests a large fraction of the old investment at the cost of high
underpricing. .
•• High firm value and low marginal profitability of the new venture. The venture
capitalistt has no incentive to sell out the old investment for the new one. He
thuss sells a small stake at modest underpricing: he tries to minimize both the
fractionn of disinvestments and the underpricing in order to raise the funds to
investt in the new venture. In this case the venture capitalist has to invest a
smalll stake to keep incentive strong.
•• High firm value and high marginal profitability of the new venture. The venture
capitalistt faces a new investment in which it is optimal to accept a small stake.
Hee thus prefers to disinvest a small fraction and accept a high underprice.
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4.44

Analysis of the results and empirical implications s

Wee have distinguished two types of IPO exits. In the basic model, an early stage
investorr wants to seel to in vest in a new venture without moral hazard (see Section
4.2).. In the extended model a venture capitalist faces a moral hazard problem in
thee new venture. This determines their different IPO structure: the early stage
investorr is signalling the firm value and the expected return in the new investment
opportunity.. In contrast, a venture capitalist must signal the characteristic of the
morall hazard in the new venture, which indirectly identifies its profitability.
Inn this section we analyse the difference in the signalling behaviour of these two
insidee investors, and identify some empirical implications as a function of externall circumstances. We indicate with a subscript TJ what refers to the traditional
investorr signalling and with a subscript VC what refers to the venture capitalist.
Wee first study the difference in the signalling schedules of the old firm value, and
subsequentlyy compare the signal for the profitability of the new investment.

4.4.11

Signalling the I P O firm value

Inn order to make comparable the signalling schedules, we substitute c*2 within equationn (4.13) and rewrite the expressions for the retained stake:

ft-,ft-, = (LY1^
PvcPvc =

£

(4.18)

[1+ ^

1

(4-19)

Comparingg these two equations, we see that for constant firm values, the amount
off shares sold during the IPO by the traditional investor is always higher.

4.4.22

Signalling the value of the new venture

Withh the underpricing traditional investors signal the expected return of the new
investmentt opportunity, while the venture capitalists signal indirectly its stake in
thee new venture.
Inn order to compare the two levels of underpricing, we express the signalling
schedulee of the value of the new venture for the venture capitalist as:

E[nE[nTITI\frD]\frD]
FWFW

I/9D1 -

( 42 °)

= ^(i+sp^ifl)
£QrL-l)Vg

{(3{(3 + e-nL-{3TTL + PirLD)VL + nL(ë-P)D
ëVëVLL + (VL-l)(3[(nL-l)VL
+ 7rLD]

,
[

'

}
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Thiss level of underpricing is higher for the venture capitalist than for the early stage
investorr when the underpricing is below £>*, where:
__

(VL - ! ) / ? ( ! - 2*L + 2nL) - yJ(VL - l) 2 & (1 - 2TT£)2 + 4ë27rj
2it2itLL[ê[ê + p(VL - 1) (TTL - 1)]

VL

(4,22J

Hence,, when the new venture is highly profitable so that the level of underpricing
needss to be high, the venture capitalist underprices more than the traditional investorr to signal the same value. When instead, the new investment opportunity is
poorlyy profitable, the venture capitalist underprices less.
Thee intuition is simple. When the venture capitalist is investing in a very profitablee new venture, the entrepreneurial moral hazard is less significant. The venture
capitalistt can then invest more, thus sells more and so he must underprice more.
Whenn the firm is not very profitable, the venture capitalist has to accept a small
stakee to induce the entrepreneur to exert effort.
Thiss result can explain the contradictory empirical evidence of the literature
onn venture capital backed IPOs underpricing. On one side, Barry et al. (1990),
Meggisonn and Weiss (1991) and Lin and Smith (1998) find that Venture Capital
backedd IPOs are less underpriced than non Venture Capital backed IPOs. The
oppositee happens in Francis and Hasan (2001), Smart and Zutter (2000) and Pranzke
(2001). .
Accordingg to our model, these empirical results can be the result of different
economicc conditions. When the economy is expanding and there are many new
investmentt opportunities requiring funding by venture capitalist, the underpricing
iss heavier. The opposite occurs when there are fewer or less attractive investment
opportunities. .
Iff we observe in fact the years studied in the empirical papers, we find those that
findd less underpricing for venture capital backed firm, refers to periods of relatively
stablee markets or very long periods where the hot issue markets are not disentangled.
Barryy et al. (1990) and Meggison and Weiss (1991) study the IPOs between '83-'87;
inn those years there has been no hot issue markets and the venture capitalist was
underpricingg less the early stage investor (7% instead of 8%)
Linn and Smith (1998) considers a long time series ('79-'90) without distinguishing
thee hot market periods and finds that the venture capital underpricing is 12% while
thee early stage investor one is 17%.
Thee seconds instead focus on hot issue market periods and find more underpricing
forr venture capital backed firms. For example Ljungqvist (1999) for the US and
Franzkee (2001) for Germany find that at the end of the nineties during the Internet
hott issue market venture backed firms were more underpriced than non venture
capitall backed firms.14
Thiss is in line with our results: during boom periods the venture capitalist
wantss to exit quicker though incurring in heavier losses on order to exploit the new
investmentt opportunities.
14
Inn Ljungqvist (1999) we have a 18% underpricing for the VC and 17% for early stage investor
andd in Pranzke (2001) we have respectively 64% and 61%.
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4.55

Extension: the optimal timing for the venture
capitalist t

Soo far we have studied the IPO exit by traditional investors and venture capitalists
inn a static setting.
Inn this section we concentrate on the venture capitalist behaviour, and study a
dynamicc version of the model. We wish to identify some implications on the optimal
timingg of IPO issues in order to relate our results to the concentration of IPOs in
hott markets. We also wish to examine the effect of uncertainty. Specifically, we
investigatee when it will be optimal for the venture capitalist to bring the firm public
inn a continuous time setting, by applying the real option methodology.15] 5
Thee profitability of the new investment opportunity is given by:

wheree S is the value of this investment. S evolves continuously over time following
aa Geometric Brownian motion:
—— = \idt + odt

(4.24)

Furthermore,, we assume that the new investment can be taken at any point in
time,, and that the venture capitalist can decide to bring the current firm public at
eachh instant. However, no new investment arrives until the current new venture is
undertaken. .
Thee value, S*, for which it is optimal to bring the first firm public can be found
applyingg the classical steps of real option methodology. The critical element in this
casee is given by the underpricing derived from equation (4.15) and (4.17).
Propositionn 4.6 The optimal value of the second firm for which it is optimal for
thethe venture capitalist to bring the first investment public is given by:
S*S* = —^— (ë + K7 i - ll

(3VL)

(4.25)

«*ere7ii = i-ft + *y(S-è)+2ï
Proof.. See Appendix 4.F •
Thee optimal new investment value for which it is optimal to perform the IPO of
thee old firm is a function of the fraction of capital supplied by the venture capitalist:
thee higher this fraction, the lower the investment opportunity for which it is optimal
too sell the old and invest in the new investment. The participation level of the
venturee capitalist is determined by the entrepreneurial moral hazard problem: the
higherr the marginal productivity of the entrepreneur, the lower the moral hazard
15

Forr a review see Dixit and Pindyck (1994).
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problem,, and the lower the optimal new investment opportunity at which to perform
thee IPO.
InIn practice, this means that the more attractive is the new investment opportunity,, the higher can be the venture capitalist involvement and the earlier the venture
capitalistt is willing to sell at the IPO and invest in it.
Whenn instead the entrepreneurial project is not that attractive, or some manageriall qualities are missing, the venture capitalist prefers to wait longer to give up
thee first investment opportunity.

4.66

Conclusions

Thiss paper has modelled explicitly the exit strategy by investors who have a reinvestmentt strategy. Our model can contribute to explain some features of "hot markets".
Itt can explain also some contradictory results of the empirical literature on the IPO
underpricingg behavior of venture capital and non-venture capital backed firms.
Inn our model a firm is taken public to exploit new investment opportunities. In
expansionn periods, when there are many new investment opportunities, the model
predictss faster exit, thus more IPOs, and more underpriced. In periods whit few
investmentt opportunities, there would be fewer IPOs and less underpricing.
Thiss model distinguishes between two kind of investors that take the firm public:
aa traditional investor, who does not face moral hazard conflicts, and the venture
capitalist,, that specializes in firms with moral hazard problems. We show that
thiss difference may be crucial to explain different IPOs underpricing behaviour of
thee venture capital backed firms. The contractual solution to the moral hazard
problemm induces the venture capitalist to sell a higher fraction of valuable firms
thann the traditional investor and underprice more when the new opportunity is very
profitable.. When instead it is not very profitable, the venture capitalist underprices
lesss than a traditional investor.
Thiss is consistent with some evidence where during boom periods venture capitalistss underprice more than other investors; while in other periods the VC backed
firmsfirms are underpriced less.
Wee believe that studying the exit strategy explicitly can also help further study
onn hot issue markets. In particular, we aim at developing a full-fledges continuous
timee version of the model to better explain the clustering in hot issue market.
Itt would be also interesting to verify empirically the implications of the model
onn the level of underprpcing and the fraction sold during hot and cold issue market
periods,, and distinguish between venture capital and non venture capital backed
firms. .
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Appendix x
4.AA

Proof Proposition 4.1

InIn order to proof proposition 4.1, we first find the informationally consistent Pareto
dominatingg schedule and subsequently we demonstrate that this is the unique reactivee equilibrium.
Thee informationally consistent Pareto-dominant price schedule must satisfy the
followingg first order condition:
^ p --

=TTE[V\

p] + npE'[V \0\-V

=O

(4A.1)

Too obtain an informationally consistent price function, we impose the self fulfilling
belieff condition, that is we impose that the belief on the firm value of the outside
investorss is correctly formed (Salanié (1999)), reflecting the true firm value:
E[V\0]E[V\0]

=V

(4A.2)

Substitutingg equation (4A.2) in equation (4A.1) and rearranging, the first order
conditionn becomes:
{-l{-l + ir)E[V\0]+j3irE'[V\0]

=O

(4A.3)

Itt follows that the family of optimal candidate as signalling schedule is the equation
thatt solves the above differential equation.
Thee generic solution is given by:
E[V\0\=f3~E[V\0\=f3~l+l+«A«A

(4A

wheree A is an arbitrary constant.
Inn order to find the Pareto optimal schedule, the constant of integration has
too be such that when the traditional investor sells all his holding the firm value
iss equal to the minimum firm value of the investment, L. Indeed, the schedules
wheree E [V | 1] < L allow for arbitrages and those where E [V | 1] > L are Pareto
dominatedd by E [V \ 0\ = L
E[V\1]=AE[V\1]=A

=L

(4A.5)

Soo the Pareto-dominant price schedule is:
E[V\(3\=(3-E[V\(3\=(3-l+l+~L~L

(4A

Thiss price schedule verifies also the second order condition16 and its first and second
166

The second derivative given the informative consistent price schedule is given by:

^jjp-^jjp-

= 2W {(3) + (3TTV" (/?) = V' ((3) < 0

(4A.7)
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derivativess are respectively given by:

Noww that we found the informationally consistent Pareto dominating schedule
wee demonstrate that this is the unique reactive equilibrium.
Rileyy (1979) demonstrates there is a unique reactive equilibrium if 6 conditions
aree satisfied.17 Using the notation of this paper we restate the 6 hypothesis and we
verifyy that they are satisfied:
i.. The first hypothesis is satisfied as by assumption V € [L, oo];
ii.. E[W] and E [V \ (3] are differentiate in all the arguments;
iii.. The maximand function, £[W], is strictly increasing in the market price of
thee firm;
iv.. Hypothesis 4 is satisfied because:
•• Given the condition on the integration constant the firm value has always
positivee value (E [V\0]>Q).
•• See equation (4A.8)
v.. Single-crossing property is satisfied as:

vi.. From how we constructed the price schedule it derives that the maximand
functionn in terms of firm value has a unique 0 that maximizes W.

4.BB

Proof Proposition 4.2

Iff the firm value is signalled via underpricing we have that the optimal schedule
hass to satisfy the first order condition and the constraint given by the case of no
underpricing: :
^^

=

V(0)V(0)

fr(E[V'\D}-l)=0
= E[VL\j3]

(4B.11)
(4B.12)

17
Alternativelyy we could verify the uniqueness of the reactive equilibrium verifying the satisfactionn of the 6 conditions of Engers and Fernandez (1987), as they demonstrate the uniqueness with
lesss stringent assumptions.
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Solvingg this differential equation we obtain equation (4.7).
Applyingg this result to the max function, it becomes:
maxx E [W] = max/? (E [VL \ 0] + D - D) + (1 - 0) V

(4B.13)

Thee first order condition together with the self fulfilling belief condition, V =

E[V\0\E[V\0\ and w = E[n\/3,D], is:
dWdW _

~W~~W~

0*LD-0$:{E[ic\0,D]-nL)E
WL

(ai4)

"

Solvingg this equation and rearranging we obtain equation (4.8).
Applyingg the same reasoning as in Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), as this equilibriumm maximizes the early stage investor utility, it is by construction for the early
stagee investor Pareto efficient. It is also unique as the other separating equilibria
makee the investor worse-off.

4.CC

Proof Proposition 4.3

Inn this Appendix we are going to find the optimal share distribution given the moral
hazardd problem between the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist. We rewrite
thee maximizing problem of the wealth of equation (4.1) is subject to different kind
off constraint: the maximization of the entrepreneur utility in terms of effort exerted,
thee incentive compatibility constraint, the individual rational constraint of the entrepreneurr (that is always satisfied as the incentive compatibility constraint is more
stringent).. Finally there is the individual rational constraint of the venture capitalistt himself that is relevant only in terms of venture selection: the venture capitalist
wantss to invest only if the opportunity return is greater than 1. Formalizing this,
wee obtain:
oo

maxx
Q
**

/ Pr fa | e) a< fa+1/3 fa A" - D) + (1 - 0) nK] d ^ - a{K (4C.15)
Jo

s.t..

m a x / Pr(iri\e)(l-ai)TriKdiri-e-(\-ai)K
ee
Jo
P r f aa | e) (1 - at) TTiK d-Ki > (1 -

roo roo

ƒƒ

(4C.16)
Qi)

K +e

(4C.17)

Jo Jo

ff

Prr fa | e) on fa+i/3 (inK - D) + (1 - 0) ^K) dm > atK (4C.18)

Jo Jo

00 < at < 1

(4C.19)

wheree 7ri+i is the profitability of the subsequent venture.
Lettingg fj, and A denotee the (nonnegative) multipliers of the constraints and transformingg the first constraint with the first order condition, the relative Lagrangian
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becomes: :
OO

££ =

/ Pr{vi\e)ai[vi+1l3{iriK-D)
Jo Jo

++

/

d

+ {l-l3)iriKd*i]-aiK

+

(l-ai)7ri/t:d7ri-A +

(4C.20)
+/44 ƒ Pr (m I e) (1 - a,) jr. A" d^ - jt (1 - a*) tf - pe
Jo Jo
Thee solution of the maximization problem is given by the solution of the following
systemm in respect of equations:
dCdC
—— = j
Pr {ni\e)iri+i0{KiK-D)
°°°° dPxi-K I e)
i - L L i ^ t ff diTt-n
/

+Pi {in\e) (1-0) iTiKdin + Kf°°
Pr (m | e) it{K d ^ + &K = 04C.21)

ffxx = ^ ^ ( L ^ ^ ^ . ^ o
——

=

/

(4C.22)

Pr fa | e) (1 - on) KiKdin - (1 - at) K - e = 0

(4C.23)

Ass the venture capitalist wants the maximum effort exerted, ê, the solution is then
givenn by:

//

4.DD

Prfolë)^

=

1+ -

r^

(4C.25)

Proof of Proposition 4.4

InIn this Appendix we are going to find the optimal signalling schedule of the firm of
thee venture capitalist when the new investment opportunity features are known.
Ass for the early stage investor, it is more attractive for the venture capitalist to
signall trough the fraction of share sold rather than with underpricing.
Soo the first order condition is given by:

^^ = - K 1 + * ö ^ ) ^ l ^ 1 + * ( ï ^ ) m , J 1 = 0
(4D.26) )
Addingg the self full-filling condition, V = E [V | /?], and the financement condition,
KK = a2 i the above equation becomes:
êaêa22E[VE[V | (3) + 02(l -02)E\y
| 0}E[V' \ 0]+êa20E[V'
(l-a(l-a22)/3E[V\0})/3E[V\0}

\ 0}

n

"

U

[4UM)
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Thee solution of this differential equation with the constraint that
E[V\l]E[V\l]

=L

(4D.28)

iss given by:

M^ a ,,

+ (1-a2)lnM=o

Afterr some transformations, we obtain that:
ëë
E[V\0}E[V\0} =
exp
"2 e
L0L0 (1 — a 2 ) Product Log
W-a ) )

(4D.30) )

11

2

Ass for the proof of Proposition 4.1 we verify that the six conditions of Riley (1979)
aree satisfied. The first three conditions and the sixth are naturally satisfied. The
fourthh condition is satisfied, as from equation (4D.27):

Thee proof of the fifth condition, the single crossing one, is always satisfied, as:

1

==

av{av{ ee'ep)
4.EE

(1 +

TI= m)

Proof of Proposition 4.5

Thee maximizing problem can be simplified to:
maxE[W]maxE[W] = max 0 (1 + - — ^ — - ) (E{V | D] - D) + (1 - 0) V
P,DP,D

P,D

\

(4E.33)

(1 — Ot2) K J

Ass we did in the first part of the paper we solve the optimisation problem in respect
off D considering the constraint that when there is no underpricing, the level of
participationn of the venture capitalist is at the minimum, a2 = aL, and the signalling
off the firm value is given by the solution of equation (4.15). The maximum is then
equall to:
V{D,0)V{D,0) = E\yL\0\

+D

(4E.34)

Insertingg this in the maximization problem, we obtain:
maxE[W]maxE[W] = 0 (1 + —?—-)

E[VL

\0\ + {l-0)V

(4E.35)
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Addingg the conditions that V = VL — D and that K = ^ , the first order condition
becomes: :
ÖWÖW _ -Dê{l-a2)aL
+
(ê{a2-aL)-(l-a2)(l-aL)(3D)E[VL\p]
dPdP
(1 - a2) (eaL + (1 - aL) pE [VL \ 0\)
(4E.36) )
Thiss brings to:
__
22

ë(l-aL)E[VL\{3]
ëaLD+(ê+(l-aL)Dp)E[VL\P]

^

°'}

Givenn the construction of the two schedules, this is the unique Pareto dominating
equilibrium. .

4.FF

Proof of Proposition 4.6

InIn order to find the optimal timing of IPO for the venture capitalist, we solve the
Bellmann equation that equalizes the expected return of the option to invest in the
neww opportunity with the expected rate of capital appreciation foe the small interval
off time, dt.18
Thee Bellman equation is given by:
i<r 2 S 2 F"" [S] + nSF' [S] - rF [5] = 0

(4F.38)

Itss general solution is given by:
F[S]=AF[S]=A11S^+AS^+A22S'KS'K

(4F.39)

where: :

+2+2

**

Thee optimal solution has to satisfy the following conditions:
F[0)F[0) = 0
F[ST]F[ST] =
S*~K-{3D
dF[sdF[saast]st] _
dpdD

dsds

~

ds ds

Thee first condition indicates that when the second investment opportunity is valueless,, also the option to invest on it is valueless. From this follows that A2 = 0.
18
forr simplicity we do not consider the value of the first investment as through simplifications
wee would obtain the same results
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Thee second and third conditions are the value matching and the smooth pasting
conditionn at the optimal stopping firm value. In the payoff of the option, we have
introducedd the underpricing that the venture capitalist is incurring at the moment
off the IPO.
Promm equations (4.11), (4.15), (4.17) and (4.23):
eaLL
VVLL(ëa(ëaLL +
L{l-aL)\n^)
(2K - S-) - ë) (êaL + L (1 - aL) In %)
DD_((l-a_((l-aLL))
eaeaLL (eaL + L (1 - aL) (l + In *£))
==

Solvingg the system of equations, we obtain:
AiAi =

7ii

ë<*L + L ( l - a L ) ( l + l n ^ )

7 ii

(eaL

S*S* =
7II - 1

+ L (1 - aL)

eaL +

(in

^ L ) - I ) ) K -

L(l-aL)ln
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Nederlandsee samenvatting
(Summaryy in Dutch)
Ditt proefschrift bestaat uit een aantal essays waarin verschillende aspecten van de
timingg van directe of indirecte strategische beslissingen worden onderzocht. Aan
dee hand van een theoretisch model heb ik bekeken hoe het kiezen van een tijdstip
verschill maakt zowel voor financile als voor economische beslissingen. Ik laat zien
datt de timing van belang is en zelfs cruciaal kan zijn voor de gevolgen van investeringsbeslissingenn en dat de strategische component tot gedrag leidt dat niet altijd in
overeenstemmingg is met wat de traditionele real option theory voorschrijft.
Hoofdstukk 1 is een inleiding in het onderwerp en een overzicht van de bestaande
literatuurr aangaande strategische en niet-strategische timing.
Hoofdstukk 2 is gebaseerd op een paper dat ik geschreven heb samen met mijn
promotorr Prof. Dr. Enrico Perotti en met Mark Kranenburg. We kijken daarin naar
dee timing van een equity carve out (ECO). Bij een ECO verkoopt een moederbedrijf
eenn deel van de gewone aandelen van een dochteronderneming in een initial public
offeringoffering (IPO). Dit wordt gedaan met het oog op een beslissing op een later tijdstip,
waaropp besloten kan worden om deze aandelen terug te kopen of juist om ook het
resterendee deel van de aandelen te verkopen. Een ECO functioneert daarmee als een
samengesteldee optie. De reden om tot zo'n beslissing te komen ligt in de synergie
tussenn het moederbedrijf en de dochteronderneming, waarvan we aannemen dat die
eenn stochastisch verloop kent. Als we real option methodologie toepassen, vinden
wee dat de beslissing om wel of niet tot een ECO over te gaan en om terug te kopen
off juist alles te verkopen niet alleen sterk beïnvloed wordt door de onzekerheid over
dee synergie , maar ook door de hoeveelheid niet ter verkoop aangeboden aandelen.
Verderr volgen we de IPO signaling theorie door het verband tussen underpricing en
dee hoeveelheid aandelen die niet ter verkoop wordt aangeboden expliciet te maken,
enn daarbij vinden we dat er een optimale hoeveelheid niet ter verkoop aangeboden
aandelenn is en dat die optimale hoeveelheid positief gerelateerd is aan de onzekerheid
overr de synergie.
Hoofdstukk 3 is het resultaat van werk dat ik gedaan heb met Prof. Dr. Enrico
Perottii en dat gepubliceerd is als een CEPR working paper (Perotti en Rossetto
2001).. Een eenvoudiger versie is gepubliceerd in in McCahery en Renneboog (forthcoming)) onder de titel Internet Portals as Portfolio of Entry Options. Hierin wordt
gekekenn naar de timing en de waardering van investeringen in platforms die gericht
zijnn op het verbeteren van de instap mogelijkheden in gerelateerde marktsegmenten.
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Vanwegee de onzekere vraag moet van de instap mogelijkheden gebruik worden
gemaaktt op een strategisch gekozen moment, waarbij strategisch voordeel moet
wordenn afgewogen tegen de mogelijkheid om te wachten totdat er meer informatie
beschikbaarr is. In het geval dat de investering in het platform een groot strategisch
voordeell biedt kan een vernieuwer het tijdstip optimaal kiezen, terwijl bij een lichter
voordeell de platform firm net vr zijn rivalen probeert in te stappen. Bij stijgende
onzekerheidd stijgt de waarde van wachten op extra informatie, maar de waarde van
hethet platform stijgt nog sterker. In sommige gevallen kan een platform werken als
eenn middel om cross entry te ontmoedigen, waarmee een parallel monopolie mogelijk
gemaaktt wordt.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 maak ik een expliciet model van een IPO als belangrijkste manier
voorr investeerders van het eerste uur om uit te stappen als een nieuwe investeringsmogelijkheidd zich aandient. We bestuderen hoe asymmetrische informatie over
dee waarde van de oude en nieuwe investeringen de structuur van de IPO beinvloedt.. De omvang van het deel dat niet ter verkoop wordt aangeboden en de mate
vann underpricing zijn signalen die weergeven wat de waarde is van het te verkopen
bedrijff en wat de waarde is van de nieuwe onderneming. Het clusteren van nieuwe
aantrekkelijkee investeringmogelijkheden versterkt de underpricing en versnelt het
uitstappen.. Hiermee kunnen we mogelijk de brandende vraag van het waarom van
marktverschijnselenn als clustering en zware underpricing van IPO's beantwoorden.
Ikk maak hierbij ondrscheidt tussen venture capital backed IPO's en IPO's van investeerderss van het eerste uur. Het venture capital contract dat de moral hazard
problemenn moet bestrijden heeft invloed op de manier van uittreden. Hiervan denk
ikk dat het een mogelijke verklaring geeft voor de volgende empirische rariteit: venturee capital backed firms zijn meer of minder underpriced al naar gelang de periode
diee men beschouwd. Ik laat zien dat zo'n verschil veroorzaakt kan worden door de
winstgevendheidd van en het moral hazard probleem bij de nieuwe investeringsmogelijkheden. .
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Everyy actor in society, whether an individual, an enterprise, or an institution,
hass to take decisions constrained by the information, the resources available
andd eventual others players' reaction, aimed at the creation and exploitation
off opportunities. Whether the decision is to accept a new employment,
launchh a new product, enter a strategic partnership, or create a new
infrastructure,, there is a comparison of value gained and opportunity
costss in order to decide if and when to do to the investment.
Thee essays presented in this volume cover both topics in industrial
organizationn and corporate finance. In each of them the timing is the
keyy choice in firms strategic decisions. In the first essay I study the
launchingg of a new product in a duopoly with a competitive advantage.
Inn the second I examine partial exit from an investment as a strategy to
overcomee negative synergies between the investment and the main firm
activity.. In the third essay I study the issue of optimal timing of IPOs.
Thee choice of such diverse topics underlines how relevant and conclusive
thee timing issue is in widely differing issues in economics and finance.
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